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NOW, WE ARE TEN !

It was in the early spring of 1993 when
Peter Goodwin and I sat round a table
bemoaning the sorry state of our trees

and woodlands. I remember saying,
“Peter, we only have ten per cent tree
cover in this country whereas our
continental neighbours have an average
of twenty-seven per cent !”

“Well, we should try and do something
about it,” he replied and so we egged
each other on.
We finally decided that as furniture

makers and users of beautiful hardwoods
– we should take a lead. We had to
create a vehicle through which all users
of wood could “put something back” and
provide for future generations. The
concept of wood users helping to grow
and manage trees was elegantly simple.
We presented the idea to twenty fellow
furniture makers and every single one
joined ! Woodland Heritage was born.
Our concept of “wood users” went

beyond craftsmen to include those who
sold wood products and those consumers
who bought that beautiful oak kitchen,
but we needed experienced tree growers
on board also. Within a few months
Peter had managed to enthuse many
landowners to join and so we began
the process of “uniting the
tree grower with the wood
user”. Since then our
membership has grown
to include many hundreds
of individuals and
companies with a love 
of trees, wood and 
rural crafts. 

Over the last ten years we have
quietly got things done.

We have always sought to work in
partnership with other organisations (to
avoid duplication) and to add value in
any way we can. This year is no
exception and we will be celebrating our
tenth birthday at the Weald and
Downland Open Air Museum at
Singleton, Nr. Chichester, where we will
jointly host a two-day “Wood Show”
on June 28/29th 2003. The central
theme will be “Wood in Our Lives”. Our
Annual Field Day and AGM will also
be held on Saturday 28th June at the
nearby Goodwood Estate. Please join
us – why not make a weekend of it ?
So, ten years on, Peter and I are still 

“at it” egging each other on, as Chairman
and Chief Executive respectively on a
voluntary basis. ■

Lewis. J. Scott

Original cartoon courtesy of Private Eye Magazine

Making progress ... 
but much still to do
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Saturday 28th June
By kind invitation of His Grace the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, we will visit the

woodlands and forestry operations on the Goodwood Estate, Sussex.
Start 10am, please bring all-weather clothing and picnic lunch. Directions will follow.

Field Days 2003

Saturday 28th & Sunday 29th June

‘The Wood Show’
Weald & Downland Open Air Museum, Singleton, Nr. Chichester, Sussex

For a lively and fascinating day come to this unique venue (see pages 8-9).

Jointly hosted with the Museum “in a year of partnership”, these Wood Shows have delighted lovers of
wood since 1997 and this year will be no exception!  Woodland Heritage Members are invited to visit, or
exhibit and demonstrate their crafts to contribute to the theme of “Wood in Our Lives – cradle to grave”.

For Members free entry passes and more information please contact Woodland Heritage.

‘The Forest in Your Life’
July 8th, 9th, 10th

a special Exhibition at the
Forestry Pavilion

The Great Yorkshire Show

This unique and innovative exhibition
is sponsored by Woodland Heritage.
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Peter Goodwin (Chairman of Trustees and Co-Founder)

Tom Bowring Michael Tinsley
Steele Haughton David Rice Roger Venables

Roger Richardson Dr Peter Savill Norman Weiss
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or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording or any other information storage
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Greenwood Seating
to complete the Peter Garthwaite Shelter

The Woodland Heritage Trustees commissioned
Gudrun Leitz to add the final touches to their
much-admired “cruck” at the Castle Howard
Arboretum. Here is Gudrun’s story:

Using timber from Clissett Wood itself, 
I shaped the legs into sturdy tapered
octagons by cleaving a section of green

oak and shaping the components with side axe and
draw-knife before turning an oversized tenon. These
were then left to dry while I finalised the design of
the benches. I experimented with cleaving the boards
from a large straight oak, but settled in the end on
hand-adzing with a heavy curved adze all exposed
surfaces, while adzing deeply sculpted comfortable
seats in each plank to invite the visitor to sit and
contemplate the beautiful view and peaceful setting
of the shelter. 

Rather than boxing the shelter in with shorter
square-edged planks, I chose a central long plank to
emphasise the generous width of the shelter and
removed the sap with a side axe and draw-knife to
expose the growth-lines of the living tree. The two
smaller side benches were cleft length-wise from
wider planks, thereby emphasising their natural
shape. Providing five deeply sculpted seats allowed
me to place two central ones closer together, 
inducing a sense of privacy in the shelter, while
encouraging others to feel welcome in the space by
scattering three more at a slightly further distance
apart.

On completion of the components my partner

Doug Joiner drove us the 250 odd miles to the
Arboretum and we spent a magical and hard-working
day socketing the heavy oak planks into the existing
timber-frame – much as can still be seen in old
farmhouses and barns. Thoughtfully he had also
provided my favourite tipple, a celebratory bottle of
Sloe Gin, with which we toasted the completion of
the project. We both felt that introducing elements of
free-form construction greatly softened and 
mellowed the rectangular frame and was a visually
delightful complement. ■

The “cruck” nestling under an ancient cruck oak tree.

For those wanting more
information:
Gudrun Leitz,
Greenwood Chairs &
Courses,
Hill Farm, Stanley Hill,
Bosbury, Herefordshire
HR8 1HE
Tel/Fax: 01531 640125

Gudrun celebrates!

‘‘

’’
The new oak benches.
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On a cloudy, breezy June morning a group
of Woodland Heritage members met up
at the grand Yorkshire estate of Farnley

Hall with its splendid views across the lush
Yorkshire countryside, writes Tamsin Abbott.

We were welcomed to the estate by Michael
Blackwell, agent for the Horton-Fawkes family.
Michael told us a little of the estate’s fascinating
history; the first mention of the Fawkes family being
in the thirteenth century when they were suing a
local priest for cutting down trees on their land ! It
would appear that the family were originally foresters
and timber merchants of the Forest of
Knaresborough, so Woodland Heritage’s visit to look
at trees on the estate seemed very appropriate.

Having heard about this and the family’s patronage
of the artist J. M. W. Turner we were then introduced
to Keith Rawling, the estate’s consultant forester,
whose first words to us were “Welcome to the centre
of the World” ! There was to be no hanging about
with Keith who marched us off immediately to get on
with what we were really here for – to look at the
woodlands.

Wilderness Plantation was the first plantation to
be visited. This mixed species wood had formerly
been an army camp during World War Two, and it
was sobering to think how this tranquil piece of
woodland had once been a windswept, treeless
platform occupied by men training to go to war.
Keith had known these trees ever since they had
been planted in 1953 and had followed their progress
up until today. He told us of its success and its
failures, and it became apparent to all of us how
much we can learn from one man’s day-in-day-out

experience. It was not only Keith’s knowledge of his
subject and his fastidiousness to detail but also the
fact that he has been working in the same woodlands
for all his life. His pearls of wisdom were eagerly
snapped up by his audience.

Squirrel Damage
As we walked on to the next plantation we stopped

to look at some horrendous squirrel damage inflicted
on some young beech trees. Peter Goodwin treated us
to an amusing demonstration of a revolutionary new
American squirrel caller, which mimics the cry of a
distressed juvenile squirrel in order to attract adults 
to the sound. Although it was an entertaining
demonstration (particularly Peter’s hill-billy American
accent!) everyone present had their own tale of squirrel
damage to tell and no one was in any doubt as to the
destructiveness of these creatures and the huge impact
which they were having on British forestry.

Keith then showed us a stand of sycamore
planted in 1923 which he felt had been thinned too
late in order to try and draw them upwards for
greater length. Although one might think this to be
the obvious thing to do, Keith pointed out that as a
result of this late thinning the trees had never
managed to produce a decent crown. Time and time
again he stressed how important crown size is for the
tree to successfully assimilate energy from the sun in
order to grow quickly and well to produce good
quality, large diameter timber. Keith also pointed out
that far from being the terrible “non-native” evasive
species maligned by conservationists, sycamore is a
fine timber tree and is highly regarded by
furniture and musical instrument makers and
popular with interior designers. The high value
of rippled or ‘fiddle-back’ sycamore was also
discussed with handy tips about felling and selling
such rare wood. Peter produced examples of
sycamore veneer brightly dyed for parquetry, a
marquetry panel and a couple of actual fiddle-backs.
It was interesting to view these end products in the
woodland environment.

We then admired a beautiful sycamore stand
planted in 1936. Here Keith was happy with their
growth and stressed that this was the difference that
good thinning could make. He also pointed out the
understorey of young ash, which were not intended
as a crop themselves but which were used to reduce
windspeed in the plantation. Many times during the
visit Keith had drawn our attention to this as a factor
which could seriously improve the quality of the
lower part of a tree. Strong windspeeds in the crown

Our Field Day at “The 

Keith Rawling and Michael Blackwell receive beautiful
bowls made of spalted sycamore, turned by Richard
Chapman, our now famous craftsman and supporter.
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have some beneficial effect of encouraging the tree to
grow somewhat more quickly, but they would also
lead to flared buttresses at the base of the tree, rather
than the ideal cylindrical trunk most desired by
timber merchants. Keith cannily advised felling at the
time markets are most favourable for each type of
timber, rather than sticking to specific age or girth
size and hoping for the best.

High Pruning
Further on we were given a demonstration of high

pruning a sessile oak and again got into discussion
on high pruning and the value of doing it correctly
and keeping records of when you do it. We also
heard about the advantages of mixed planting and
Keith’s thoughts on ash, which he termed a ‘greedy
tree’. His main reasons being that ash demands a lot
of crown space, seeds freely, taking up large amounts
of nutrients from other trees. Keith also felt that after
all this he still wasn’t able to produce top quality ash
on the Farnley soils and quoted an old forester’s
saying ‘If you can’t grow good ash, don’t grow it at
all’.

As my brain began to overflow with
information we came in sight of the house once
more and our final arboreal treat. The Farnley
estate is home to the widest tree in England (not
the highest), this being an enormous weeping
beech, which covers over one third of an acre!

The said tree is
reputed to be
only 160 years old
and has spread
itself by its
branches snaking
along the ground,
rooting and then
shooting up again
and so on. We
wandered around
under this
amazing canopy
for some time
until Peter called
us out for a group
photo. By this
time the weather
was beautifully
sunny so we sat

out on the lawn in front of the house and admired
the stunning views.

As I sat and ate my picnic lunch I thought that I had
never learnt as much about growing high quality
marketable hardwoods in so short a time as I had that
morning. Keith’s no-nonsense pragmatic approach was
both clear and refreshing and had been interspersed
by useful and interesting comments and questions
from the group throughout. All in all, it had been
incredibly educational as well as highly enjoyable.

The Afternoon
Keith Rawling’s afternoon finale was to assemble us

on the massive front door steps whilst he gave a
fascinating history of the beautiful landscape, from
Roman roads, to ancient quarries, early settlements
and Cromwell’s camp before the Battle of Marston
Moor. The story almost came full circle when he
reminded us that
Thomas
Chippendale,
designer of much
sycamore
“harewood”
marquetry
furniture, had
been born in
Keith’s own town
of Otley, which
nestled across the
sunny valley. 
Yes, it really
could have been
the centre of the
earth ! ■

e Centre of the World”

Members gathering under the Farnley Beech.

The Farnley Beech dwarfing our
members.

➤

➤
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Wind
A strong movement in the crown will produce more

growth, for the reason that the tree will transpire
more – its excessive transpiration will require more
water – which it will take up, not just water, but also
nutrition from the soil. You get fast growth on a day
when the tree is moving about.

But we don’t want the tree to move excessively –
so we try to encourage an understorey which
deepens the length of the tree and slows down the
wind. So now the tree crown moves about gently –
because the understorey is like another crown layer
further down – we don’t get a tapering stem and
instead, get a cylindrical shape, which is more
valuable.

Spacing
This is essential, so you have no option but to leave

some poor trees against the movement of wind. Look
at these good trees – the light intensity can reach all
the way down and all the way round.

Always grow your stand for an “opportunist market”
– do not fix a felling year for it – wait for a buyer to
come along with high quality needs.

Beech
Is planted to side-shade the oaks (equally important

as to produce timber themselves), so if you have a
stand of reasonably good oak, and if you’ve got
room, then underplant with either Beech or
Hornbeam – to keep their side-shade on the stems.

Poor Sycamore
This stand shows lack of proper thinning – giving

height at the expense of diameter – too late to thin
now – it is past its optimum diameter.

It needed earlier and more regular thinning – we’d
have a larger crown size and consequent increase in
diameter – far better. Sycamore, being a light
demanding species, needs not just a full crown, but a
crown which is virtually all accessible to the sun.

Assimilation comes off as you come down the
crown. If you haven’t got the depth or light intensity
round it, then the crown is not working to its full
capability.

“Assimilation” means the tree’s ability to absorb
sunlight for the production of foodstuff to extend
the stem. If you get dense shade, the ability to
assimilate drops off with a light demanding tree –
so it is not utilising itself to the full.

Quality Sycamore
Here we have liberated the crowns over three

thinnings and tried to keep each crown about 50% of
its length. The distance between trees is judged
carefully to give a cylindrical stem over the first length.

Larch
It is retained here to encourage the broadleaves to

get the length.
We must reduce the windspeed in the crown of the

tree – this is critical – so Larch is grown with the
broadleaves for this reason.

Always try to develop a large crown – that’s not
sufficient alone – as much of the crown needs
sunlight – because the assimilation falls off as you
come down the crown, balancing the depth and size
of the crown so that it is fully operational – at the
same time you don’t want too much movement –
causing buttressing at the base (you don’t want a
tapered stem, you want a cylinder). Some movement
is alright, but not excessive, or the tree will have
excess buttressing.

Ash
“The greedy tree” – quality ash is best grown as

individuals – their huge crowns cause nearby trees to
lean backwards and spoil. Ash needs too much room
and its suckers utilise too much nutrient. ■

Snippets from Keith Rawling’s
Masterclass at Farnley Hall

Keith Rawling (left) and Lewis Scott at our Field Day.
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The 2003 APT gathering will be at Westonbirt on the weekend of 10th & 11th

May. Advance tickets and further information from The Secretary, John Burbage,

Scullsgate Cottage, Benenden, Cranbrook, Kent, TN17 4LE, Tel 01580 240 608

For their 2002 get together the APT (Association
of Pole Lathe Turners) combined with
Wakehurst Place and their Wildwood Festival to

stage what was possibly the biggest greenwood and
coppice craft event of the year.

150 members of APT from all over the country
descended upon this corner of Sussex, bringing
with them their lathes and a range of beautifully
hand-crafted chairs and other woodware. This
annual event has become a highlight of the APT
calendar and enables members to meet up to
share ideas, stories and skills, reacquaint old
friendships and generally have an enjoyable
weekend.

It was a particular feast of all things woodland
related. As well as the APT demonstrations and
competitions, there was a vast range of skills on show
from a huge canoe or long boat being hewn from a
single tree, to chestnut palling, charcoal, rustic
furniture, stick making, basket making, coracleing on
the lake and chainsaw carving – giving the public a
wide range of things to see and hopefully
raising awareness of the role that trees played
in our past and can play in the future.

One of the highlights was a talk by Ben Law,
author of “The Woodland Way”, about the trials of
trying to live and work in a wood, a subject dear to
the heart of many APT members. For despite all the
talk by politicians about the rural economy and
helping business, things are definitely stacked against
you if you should dare to want to live in a woodland
and manage it in a traditional, sustainable way. Ben’s
battles with the planners and considerable success in
being allowed to live in his wood are being seen as
valuable case studies for others who may wish to
follow.

A large part of APT’s message, like that of
Woodland Heritage, is to bring about a far wider
appreciation and understanding of these ancient
crafts and their link to the way that woods were
managed and cared for. Part of keeping these skills
alive is proving that they have a viable place in the
modern world and are not just some quaint
reminiscence of a long gone era.

Competitions
There is a range of classes in chair making and

turnery, which are hotly yet amicably, contested. It is

always fascinating to 
see the range of
interpretations of the
Windsor chair. Everyone
makes them that little bit
differently. 

For the third year
the best in show prize
was sponsored by
Woodland Heritage
and at Wakehurst it
was won by Malcolm
Lee (right) of Suffolk
for his chair/table,
something that proved
a great talking point.

On a nice local point the Freeform Chair category
was won by Wakehurst’s own APT member Ian
Parkinson for his innovative rustic chair with bark
woven seat.

Wakehurst Place proved to be a wonderful venue
for the event, set in beautiful grounds, with the famed
gardens, arboretum and the millennium seed bank.
There was almost too much to see and do in a single
weekend, leaving many participants determined to go
back another day to fully appreciate the glories of the
place.

What the whole Wakehurst event proved
beyond doubt was that far from being a quaint
piece of history, greenwood work in all its
varying forms is very much alive and well, and
forging into the future. ■

Wade Muggleton

The Pole Lathe Turners at Wakehurst Place

Stuart King and Mike Abbott in action.
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In April, members of Woodland Heritage were
privileged to be able to join the Institute of Wood
Science on their visit to the Weald & Downland

Open Air Museum, a fascinating 50 acre site on the
South Downs.

We were given an informative tour of the many
buildings (15th century through to 19th century)
which had all been donated to the Museum and then
restored to their original state on site, many furnished
with authentic copies of furniture made by the
Museum carpenter using the very same raw materials
that were used years ago.

“Wood is everything to us – right from the
preparation of the wood for a building”.  

The Museum educates, conserves and entertains;
universities and schools are included in the 140,000
annual visitors who are introduced to the materials
used, history and social history of our country. As far
as is possible, the Museum keeps traditional crafts
and methods alive using age-old skills, for example
horses are used at every opportunity in moving
timbers/materials, harrowing etc… We were able to
see candle making, harrowing, milling and the
blacksmith in operation. There are often other
displays to be seen, such as pole lathe turning, period
food preparation, use of the heavy horse, medieval
jewellery making and medicinal/herbal remedies to
name a few. Even old-fashioned hand clippers are
used to shear the resident flock of sheep !  Regular
courses in all aspects of timber-framed building and
rural crafts are held throughout the year, together
with numerous special events.

In one building, Court Barn – circa 1536, it was
shown that one tree had been used to provide the 4
“straight” principal posts – is this proof that timber all
those years ago was largely of better quality, or that
because of extensive wood/forested areas the choice
of quality timber was more readily available ?
Personally, I feel sure that this evidence of good
straight stems can only prove that High Pruning
was in use many years ago and that our efforts
to promote such management today are not new.

We were shown two little 19th century houses,
recently rescued from Ashtead, Surrey, in which 12-15
different types of wood were to be found used in the
vertical timbers. The finest house was one that was
dated 1410 with the most amazing beams/large
timbers and separate kitchen building which has been
moved from the slope above this farmhouse.

We were introduced to Roger Champion, the
Museum carpenter, who had been at Weald &
Downland since the beginning in the 1960s. Roger

has been described as “the one who built the place” –
although he does not feel that this is correct. His
workshop is in a green tent (for the want of a better
word) tucked away behind the Market Square and it
was here that we were treated to the knowledge of
this true “hands-on, no-nonsense” man – clearly more
at ease with wood than a crowd of people. He
explained the problems encountered in the repair and
reconstruction of the buildings, together with the old
tools that would have been used and many
interesting aspects of wood/timber were discussed.
Students are regularly under his wing to study “log to
plank” with the construction of small timber frames. I
would have loved to have been able to show him our
“Garthwaite Shelter” at Castle Howard.

We are most grateful to the IWSc Southern Region
for letting us join them. In particular, Stuart Faulkner
of Covers, Chichester for organising the actual day. I
do hope that some of you might find the time to visit,
or attend some of the many courses and lectures the
Museum offers right through the year. Our thanks
also to the Museum’s dedicated staff and many
volunteers, which help preserve our past and pass on
skills/crafts and traditional methods to our future
generations.  ■ Belinda

Weald & Downland Museum
“A very  special  p lace”
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The “Downland Gridshell” building, designed by
Edward Cullinan Architects with Buro Happold
as engineers was supported by the Heritage

Lottery Fund and many other organisations. 
Essentially it comprises a basement store for our

collections with a large open upper floor for layout
and repair of frames and use as a conservation
workshop. The structural covering of the upper floor
is formed by a “gridshell”: a lattice of small criss-
crossing timbers, that was put together and lowered
to form a structural shell with double curvature at all
points. It was then covered with Western Red Cedar
boards. This ground-breaking structure – the first
timber gridshell building in the UK – makes the
building unforgettable and inspirational as well
as practical.

Some people thought that a modern building like
the gridshell would be inappropriate for us: surely we
should be building a green oak jointed frame ? Quite
apart from the practical difficulties, however – the
building is fifty feet wide and a hundred and fifty feet
long and would present a formidable challenge to a
timber framer – the building expresses the fact that
we at the Museum are not trying to live in the past,
but rather look to the future, by learning from the
past. We like and enjoy the present, but we enjoy it
more because of the inspiration we derive from the

past. All buildings were once new, and our main
enjoyment of timber framing is its sheer quality as a
building system. So when we hew a beam and scribe
a joint we experience intense pleasure in mastering
the techniques of the many generations of carpenters
before us, and in handing the techniques on to
generations still to come.  ■

Gail Kittle

The “Downland Gridshell”.

The Amazing Downland Gridshell

The Trustees of Woodland Heritage have now approved funding for a year of partnership with
the Weald & Downland Open Air Museum for 2003.

The Jerwood Gridshell space.

Picture: Guy Bagshaw.
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In 1985, with thirty-five years of practical life
experience behind me, the business of Iain
McGregor Designs was born.

All the wood used is obtained from the North of
England or Southern Scotland – either from
windblown trees, amenity trees that have to be felled
or from numerous large Estates in the area. An active
regeneration of local planting is carried out using
indigenous stock seed from selected stock seed trees
grown in the Scottish Borders. Most of the timber
used is over two hundred years old, occasionally
ancient trees of over four hundred and fifty years old.

Once the trees are collected together they are taken
to the local sawmill, again family run. It is always a
joy to see a fine oak log, sometimes over forty-
eight quarter girth and up to fifteen feet long,
gradually revealing itself as each board comes
off the saw. In a matter of less than an hour,
you can watch three hundred years of growth
reveal grain patterns, blind knots, imperfections
and perfection in the even and uneven growth
patterns that any dendrologist would watch with
sheer envy, knowing that you had the sole
privilege of seeing something no other person
had seen before.

Once the wood is planked, it is stickered within
softwood lathes, evenly spaced to hold the boards
apart to allow the air to circulate and ultimately to
dry the wood.  The drying process is purely natural
and, in order that the wood dries out evenly, we
paint the ends to stop water moving out too fast and
causing major end cracks.

In sticker and undercover for protection, the oak
will stay undisturbed for at least three years, the
heavier sections four, five or six years. This allows the
moisture gradient of the wood to drop slowly and
naturally, the wood will shrink, warp slightly and

most of the water will
evaporate, eventually
reaching 18-20%
moisture content.
Once the wood
reaches the same
moisture content as
the air around it, it
will become stable
with only a few
minor fluctuations. 
As all our furniture is
made for outside use,
this tried and tested
method used by
craftsmen for over
five centuries, gives a
very stable and strong
product.  The wood,
now air dried and
seasoned, is taken into the workshop where it is
marked, planed, sawn and shaped.

Slowly, the component parts take shape, be it for
an “Aberdeen” style, a “Glasgow” style or a one-off
special.  Stainless steel screws are used to combat the
corrosive effects of the tannic acid and after many
hours of preparation the various piles of assorted
shapes come together to become a complete familiar
unit.

When fully sanded down, inspected and passed,
each piece is humbly marked with the Iain McGregor
Designs label. This signature signifies that this is an
individual piece created by old style craftsmen,
geriatric machinery, generations of experience and at
least two hundred years of nature, to produce a
traditional bench in the finest English Oak which will
go on to give several generations more the pleasure,
comfort and beauty which oak deserves.

I was once asked by our accountant why 
I didn’t expand, diversify, modernise and make
more money. My answer was, why ? If you are
doing something you enjoy, are able to work
with people who have talent, have time to talk
with and make a product which your customers
appreciate, work with the best raw materials
available and work to your own honest
standards, why change ? 

So the future is more of the same, for as long
as the same is possible. ■

Iain McGregor Designs. Tel: 01573 410277.
e-mail: mcgregor.iain@talk21.com

“Edinburgh” style wheelbenches.

Iain, in his workshop.

IAIN McGREGOR DESIGNS
His own story

Woodland Heritage Journal
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HULLS MILL FARM
an update by Laurence Gagen

Although a woodland can be a quiet and
relaxing place for contemplation and give the
impression of “time standing still”, once again

our plantations have given us periods of frenetic
activity, along with the other farming work that has
gone on throughout the past 12 months.

As you can see from the photographs (below) which
Peter Goodwin took on his visit in September, the
trees are growing apace. So much so, that in September
we started to thin, by coppicing some of the dominant
Red Alder which were starting to seriously overshadow
their neighbouring trees – mainly the oak and ash.

The alder have however served their purpose and
obviously worked well as nursemaids by drawing the
oaks up nicely.  Most of the alder has been chipped
but there are some poles – probably for firewood.

We have been doing some more of the on-going
pruning, as and when time allows.  The brush from
this work and the alder thinnings are put through our
Chipper (a fresh acquisition purchased second hand in
the spring which runs on the back of one of our
tractors).  We have quite a mound of wood chips –
any suggestions for an economic outlet ?

Some of the nut Hazel is now ready for its first
coppice and will be used, I hope, by one of our local
thatchers.

A particular highlight of the year was our visit to
David Duxbury – a fellow WH member – whose
Leicestershire woodland is very similar to ours
(reported in Journal No. 6). The exchange of
information has been mutually rewarding and we 
have invited David down here this year. ■

Amazing growth of the Red Alder.

Summer 2002

Replacement Planting 1997

A bare field in 1994 – now a vibrant woodland!
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The team at Woodschool is continuing to build
on its successes with its Design & Make
collective based in the Scottish Borders.

I was going to start a bright and breezy piece
saying that in Britain we are selling loads of quality
timber, have got a state-of-the-art processing industry
and have a talented design-and-make furniture base –
all waiting to turn our native hardwoods into
beautiful finished products.  But it has been a
tough year for the woodland and workshop
alike and it would be wrong to gloss over the
facts.

The effects of Foot and Mouth disease were still
apparent in 2002 from the downturn in enquiries that
we would normally have had from the programme of
event attendance cancelled due to the crisis.  We had
to work really hard to build up the lost momentum.
We concentrated more on the end user of timber and
the specifier of finished goods.  It’s all about
market awareness really.  If the grower doesn’t
know you exist, they won’t sell their trees to you.
If the punter hasn’t heard of you, they are going
to reach for a “Made by Slaves” catalogue.

Britain’s innovative programme of processing means
getting the products made in Malta, Italy, Spain or
The Far East !  Our merchants are not paying what
they used to for quality timber because they can buy
it for half the price from Europe.  

Woodschool has also been working very closely with
Andy Wiseman, Head Forester with The Buccleuch
Estates.  We have had many a discussion on the whys
and wherefores of Scottish timber with students,
retailers and designers.  We have also been supported
in a more demonstrative way with The Buccleuch
Estates Ltd, donating the cost of two new kilns.  This
will alleviate bottleneck and get more kiln-dried stock
to market – one less excuse for the specifier not to

buy home grown !
So what are we

going to do about
it ?  We, the
growers, cutters,
hauliers,
merchants,
sawmillers,
designers, makers
and consumers all
have a
responsibility 
to try and turn
things round.

Twenty years
ago, the organic
farm movement
was apparently
the domain of
nutters. Now the
Great British
public almost
demands it.  The
tree business
needs the same
makeover.  You’ve had the “wood.forgood” campaign
led by the Nordic Timber Council and “Treefest” led
by the Forestry Commission.  But how much home
grown timber has it shifted ?

Sadly, there are still no extra points for selling with
a Locally Grown or Locally Made ticket.  The green
label doesn’t really have much added value either.
There is no getting away from it – we have to be as
my granny would say “more better”.

Woodschool has been doing this by educating the
architects, engineers and builders at undergraduate
level and in commercial practice.  Very few of our
Material Knowledge Days leave anybody in any doubt
as to what is inside the worktops or reception desks
that we make. It is truly amazing the number of
specialists that do not know their elmbow from
their ash (sic).  By demonstrating the grades,
appearance, strengths of our own hardwoods
we have had an impact on people dealing with
our architecturally built environment. The
Scottish Hardwood Timber Market Development
Group has been effectual in getting trees to the trade.
It is just this collective approach by hardcore
merchants, woodland managers, processors and
manufacturers that is facilitating the mind-shift in
home grown timber.

To end on a positive note – the consensus of
feeling is that the hardwood market and resulting
finished solid product is on an upward trend.
This could be as a result of poor quality imports
and a move away from non-timber products. This
niche market may be niche but it is a big one. So
there is much to do to grab a bit more of the
home-grown and home-made market !

Contact: Eoin Cox MBE, Director, Woodschool
Ltd, Monteviot Nurseries, Ancrum, Jedburgh,
Scottish Borders TD8 6TU. Tel: 01835 830740.
Email: enquiries@woodschool.ltd.uk ■

Scottish Woodschool
Update by Eoin Cox M.B.E

Pippy oak bench by John Johnston.

Elm table and chair by Tim Norman.
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Site 1 – Langham
In February 2000, Bill Durlacher got

the walnut “bug”. He planted his field
with 25 Hybrids, 27 Regia Lozeronne
and 10 Nigra at 10 metre spacings.

For nurse trees and nitrogen “fixers”
he planted: Thuja Plicata, Eleagnus
Umbellata, Corylus Avellona and
Alnus Cordata. 

He rabbit fenced the area, used tree
guards to protect against spray drift
and old carpet as mulch matting.

Growth rates have been
phenomenal and his walnut
“space rockets” have had their
first (light) formative pruning in
July 2002. American Walnut Council experts, Bob Burke and Dr. Larry Severeid,

with Robin Bircham of WTC (right) inspecting Bill’s new planting.

Bill shows off his Hybrid Walnut
“NG.23” growth rate in just one year!

Site 2 – Sible Hedingham
Walnut hybrids thriving at Hulls Mill Farm, in the Woodland

Heritage trial plot. These were also planted in February 2000.

The
Walnut

Tree
Company

The
Walnut

Tree
Company

The
Walnut

Tree
Company

Walnut Wonder land
on two unlikely Essex sites

2001

2002

WTC supply the very best quality trees to growers, sourced from around the
world, and proven to perform. So often in Britain inferior walnut trees are sourced
from unknown origins and without any knowledge of their suitability for their
planting purpose. WTC has a wide range of selected timber trees for forestry and
fruit trees for horticulturists and gardeners.

Order soon for Spring 2003 material, or contact us for advice or stock for
next season’s planting.

More information: Tel: 01892 890376. www.WalnutTrees.co.uk
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The company is the 83rd Livery of the City of
London out of 103, but only the sixth to be
formed since the reign of Queen Anne. All of

its 300 Liverymen and 60 Freemen are involved in the
Furniture Industry in some way.

The primary aim of the Company is to promote the
design, manufacture, and retail of British Furniture.
In order to do so it offers awards, bursaries and
prizes (up to £50,000 per year), and arranges courses
and conferences to promote craftsmanship and
training, advance technical knowledge and enhance
standards of design and quality of furniture.

Since 1958 it has run the Guild Mark Scheme to
offer prestigious recognition of outstanding furniture,
whether from large-scale manufacturers with the
Company Guild Mark, or one-off and small batch
pieces with the Craft Guild Mark. This page contains
some outstanding examples of the latter which are
judged to be of outstanding quality in design,
craftsmanship, materials and function.

As their Millennium Project the Company decided to
create a Furniture Makers’ Walk in the Arboretum at
Castle Howard in Yorkshire. It is run by the Castle
Howard Arboretum Trust and is managed by The
Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew (see opposite page).

The Furniture Makers’ Walk was opened in
July 2000, and includes some 29 species of
trees used in English furniture making. 

These tell the beginning of the story of trees
to furniture. Each tree is clearly labelled and
story boards indicate the uses to which they
were put – from structural timber to turnings
and veneers, and many features in the life,
propagation, growth, management, felling
and processing of timber trees.

Currently the entrance to the Arboretum is a modest
portakabin which, unfortunately, is able to display
very little educational material. Visitor numbers had
increased last year from an almost standing start to
5,000 and are expected to multiply quickly from now
on. A larger and improved visitor centre is planned.
The role of the Worshipful Company of Furniture
Makers in this will be to develop the themes which
relate furniture to the living tree through pictures,
touch screen technology and a substantial amount of
educational material, particularly appropriate to 10-15
school age groups, but also of great interest to mature
visitors. ■

The Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers

Dining Chair in Steamed Pear and
Ebony Stringing designed by Jane
Cleal and made by Justin Williams

Pair of Side Tables in Rippled Sycamore designed by Richard Williams
and made by Bo Korting
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In addition to the attractive “cruck” shelter
presented by Woodland Heritage in 2002 – see
story page 3 –  the Arboretum has seen some

exciting improvements in the past year. A second
lake has been dug out and the foundations for a
surrounding walk and a new bridge are already laid.
It will cross the stream below the outlet from the
big lake.

A Rootery has been cleverly designed and blends
perfectly into the landscape surrounding the
Arboretum lake.

Shortly to be opened is a Bird Feeding Station
and Observatory. It is a very “green” building using
straw bales covered by lime mortar and with a roof
of shingles from Sweet Chestnut, topped off with a
Dovecote – awaiting a pair of Black Doves !

The Arboretum opens to non-members from
1st March to end October (10am - 4pm) on
Wednesdays, Fridays and weekends –  £3.50
per person. It is perfect for dog walkers who
love trees!The new Rootery.

A typical spring view on Bracken Hill.

The Arboretum Lake with its attractive plantings.

During the 2003 season, there will be two band
concerts, given by the York Railway Institute Band
(5th July and 13th September), and Shakespeare’s
‘Romeo and Juliet’, performed by The Odd Socks
Theatre Company on 29th June. All these events will
take place in a natural amphitheatre in the Arboretum,
to which an earthen stage has been added, and are to

raise funds to enable the Arboretum to build an
environmentally friendly Visitor Centre, based on
the experience gained with the Cruck House and
the Bird Feeding Station, mentioned above.

More details of these events (and tickets)
can be obtained on 01653 648598 or e-mail
mcarmichael@castlehoward.co.uk ■

The Castle Howard Arboretum
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rann” is the Irish word for tree.  It is also the
name we chose for the organisation which
was founded in 1986 to help bring

broadleaved trees back into Ireland.  Crann is a non-
profit organisation which has membership of around
1000 to date.

Crann was formed with a backdrop of Irish forestry
consisting of mainly age class softwood plantations,
coupled with total reliance on imported hardwood
timber to supply Irish furniture manufacturing and
joinery needs.  Most foresters I spoke to at that time
would ask, “Are you talking about broadleaved trees
or commercial forestry ?” – the words “commercial”
and “broadleaves” seemed incompatible.
Broadleaved trees were seen as purely for amenity
purposes. At the same time, most environmental
organisations were concerned with stopping the
efforts of others rather than promoting an alternative.
Crann was launched with the ethos of promoting
something positive – that of releafing Ireland with
broadleaved trees.

Over the 15 years since
we started out, we have
been involved in and
initiated many
educational projects with
schools; urban tree
promotion and tree
planting; events to raise
tree awareness and local
initiative forestry and
woodland projects. We
have run woodland
management training
courses and seminars.
Currently we are involved
with a hedgerow
management initiative
with other NGOs. Crann
tries to work with all
those involved with trees,
forests and woodlands,
seeking always common
ground.

Due to the small population base in Ireland raising
funds for an NGO such as Crann is not easy. We
receive some help from the EC through the Forest
Service, and we also work with the Corporate sector
on various projects.  Our core funding comes mainly
from membership.  We produce a colour magazine
entitled ‘Releafing Ireland’, published quarterly, which
is self-financing through advertising.

Although our main thrust is to see broadleaved
trees back on the commercial agenda here in Ireland,
we do promote woodland conservation in its own
right also.  However, with Ireland relying almost
entirely on imported hardwoods, we feel the main
priority must be:
1) to reintroduce, on a meaningful scale, the growth of

hardwoods in both the private and public sector and
2) to highlight the environmental damage and abject

poverty created by the importation and use of
tropical hardwoods.
We promote Close to Nature forestry systems and

have a good working relationship with Pro Silva
Ireland which was formed in the last two years.

Crann works with craftspeople and furniture
makers who use Irish hardwoods; however our
membership list has yet to include the same
proportion of joiners and furniture
manufacturers, as does Woodland Heritage.
This is inspirational and certainly an aim for us
in the future.

We greatly admire the work being done by your
organisation, and are pleased to have reciprocal
membership with Woodland Heritage. Let’s hope we
can co-operate at every opportunity to help releaf
these islands and perhaps help halt the exploitation
of other countries of their life-sustaining timbers. ■

Crann
Crank House, Main Street, Banagher,

Co. Offaly, IRELAND.
Tel: 00 353 509 51718  Fax: 00353 509 51938

email:crann@oceanfree.net 
web site: www.mde.ie/crann

registered in Ireland No. 249266

C
RANN

Releafing Ireland with
Broadleaf Woodlands

by Jan Alexander 
– President

“C

President Mary Robinson
at the inaugural tree
planting at the Oak Glen
site in Co. Wicklow. Oak
Glen is a project initiated
by Crann.
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Jack Tenison who grows trees, both
in Wales and at Lough Bawn in 
Co. Monahan is one of our real

foresters and it is his open minded
attitude to forestry and general plantation
management that makes discussions with
him so informative and thought
provoking. 

At the recent Irish Timber Growers
Association outing to Lough Bawn,
Jack posed the question “Biodiversity;
is it a public benefit or just a burden
on the private landowner?”

Jack went on to ask if biodiversity is simply yet
another burden thrown at the predominantly
profitable species in Irish forestry, Sitka Spruce ? Or is
it part of the economic, social and environmental
basis of sustainability ? He asks is it right to set aside
20% or more of the forest area for public benefit but
at private cost ? Or is biodiversity an integral part of
profitable forestry management and the heart of
growing good trees ?

The answer at Lough Bawn is to keep costs low by
working with nature rather than against it, but of
course, this may not suit all plantations.

Lough Bawn is a fine and scenic estate,
continuously planted since 1820 and well known for
the quality of its soft and hardwood timber and the
beauty of its lakeside setting. It is the current winner
of the RDS forestry award for biodiversity so Jack
must certainly be getting things right in that area of
management. 

Jack is clearly a committed environmentalist
but he is also a practical forester and he
continually questions the current aims of
covering Ireland with hardwoods if they are not
going to pay. He has achieved a real return of 8%
per annum from Sitka without including in his
calculations any premium or grant benefits because,
as he says, grants and premiums only distort the real
picture. Now 8% is a good return on money by any
standards and Jack has achieved it by practising
forestry with minimal inputs of chemicals and sprays. 

One of the reasons, he feels, why his low input
systems work is the rich variety of habitat and 
species present at Lough Bawn. He recently
established a conifer crop without using any of

the standard chemical precautions
against Pine Weevil and this
astonished some of the foresters
present who have all seen the
appalling damage that this pest can
do to young trees. One forester stated
that not dipping the young trees was
verging on being foolhardy and Jack
agreed that it was a risk but happily he
got away with it.

The richness of biodiversity could have
been responsible for the natural control.
(An old forestry practice was to plant

fruit trees to encourage pest-eating birds among
young plantations.) Perhaps as a result of working
with nature he has managed to avoid the build up of
weevil numbers, which can destroy crops. Land
managed for biodiversity can contribute substantially
to cost savings in commercially planted areas.  He
recently replanted a 10 acre section of Sitka at an
exceptionally low cost of £250 per acre.

The need for forestry to pay its way is essential on
any commercially run operation and Lough Bawn is
no different in that respect. Jack stated in his opening
address that while only 30% of the planted area is
under Sitka Spruce, it provides 90% of the total
income. 

He also stated later in the day, when we were
among some magnificent broadleaved trees, that he
had recently sold forty 200 year old Oak for £200
each or a return of £1 per year of growing. This
tallies with the experiences of other farmers selling
hardwoods at present and there is an urgent need for
the whole issue of marketing broadleaves to be
addressed. It cannot be right that we are
importing tropical hardwoods in vast quantities
for our joinery businesses yet our own excellent
hardwoods are fetching derisory prices. We do
not of course have the critical mass of hardwoods
available yet, in order to support a serious saw
milling enterprise but, in the meantime, little is being
done to encourage farmers to plant broadleaves other
than through Forest Service rulings on minimum areas
that must be part of new plantations. It is absolutely
essential that 40 year or longer premiums be
introduced for broadleaves if we are to make
any serious progress. ■

Field day
at Jack Tenison’s Irish Estate

by Joe Barry
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Given the fall in the market value of land after
planting, should farmers be compensated for
the full cost of acting as custodians of our

national forestry asset?
This was just one of the questions raised at a truly

unique meeting which took place recently at
Charleville Castle in Tullamore 

It was the first occasion ever that the Irish
timber growers have sat down in the same room
with the environmental lobby and seriously
discussed the future for broadleaf  plantations
in Ireland.

The meeting was organised jointly by Crann, who
as our largest environmental NGO, have always
promoted the planting of broadleaves, and the Irish
Timber Growers Association who represent the
interests of commercial timber growers. The objective
was to start engaging in positive discussion and to try
and remove misunderstandings about each other’s
viewpoints.

There has been much distrust in the past and
commercial timber growers have often viewed
environmentalists as some kind of loony fringe
element with no real knowledge of forestry. While
this could indeed be said about some forestry critics,
Crann as a group have always taken a positive and
informed attitude rather than engaging in negative
and antagonistic sniping.  

Speaking after the meeting, Joe Murray of the
Irish Forest Industry Chain said that he was
delighted at the outcome and had never thought
that he would see the day when people of such
diverse opinions could sit in the same room and
sensibly discuss forestry issues. 

Donal Whelan of the ITGA felt that not only was
the meeting long overdue but that it had helped
greatly to dispel the many harmful misconceptions
that are commonly held about forestry. He was glad

to see the practicalities and problems of woodland
management outlined so that all sides could see the
difficulties that timber growers often encounter.

Ash can hold its own commercially with Sitka
Spruce according to Crann vice chairman John
Brosnan, but if we are to encourage more planting of
the longer maturing broadleaves such as Beech and
Oak, then some form of extra payment must be
devised. This could be in the form of 30/40 year
premiums and this idea is gaining in popularity. The
long term nature of growing broadleaves must be
recognised. Happily, the timber from Irish grown
broadleaves now has an increasing commercial
market and sawmiller Clarke Cunningham stated that
he now employs six people in furniture manufacture
and timber sales. Quality is the key he said, and
Irish broadleaves must be produced with this in
mind. Customers such as architects have to be shown
the kind of top quality product that Irish sawmills can
provide and it is a learning process for producer and
customer alike.

Grey Squirrel damage – by Jack Tenison
Some dire warnings came from timber grower Jack

Tenison who stated that grey squirrels are the single
biggest threat to our hardwoods. We have planted
thousands of acres of broadleaves over the past
15 years under the various forestry schemes, at huge
expense to both the taxpayer and landowner. These
trees can be wiped out in just a few years unless the
grey squirrel is either destroyed or neutralised. Deer,
which are expanding rapidly almost everywhere are
a similar threat. While squirrels attack the tops of
trees, deer work from the bottom up and destroy
young trees by both grazing and rubbing. 

The Hard Facts
Jack came out with some fascinating statistics on

the financial realities of growing hardwoods and
illustrated how, rather than forestry grants and premia
being a hand out from the long suffering tax payer to
the farmer, planting long term broadleaves such as
oak represents a transfer of capital value of some
€5/6000 per hectare from the farmer to the general
public.

This is largely due to the fall in capital value of land
after planting. A hectare of bare agricultural land is
worth €10/20000 and more with development value.
A hectare of bare land forest, excluding the timber

Crann and IT
at Charlevil

Jan Alexander (President Crann) meets Trevor
Sargent TD (Greens).
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value might be worth €2,500.
While the premiums for hardwoods are attractive

over the first 20 years of the life of a plantation, the
picture changes when you move forward. 

After 40 years, a hectare of Sitka will be worth
€15/20000 at today’s prices while a forty year old
hectare of Oak will be worth nothing.

For all sorts of visual and environmental reasons,
planting broadleaves is a public benefit and because
of this, the public should be prepared to reward the
farmer for caring for them. The farmer in turn should
then perhaps be prepared to provide access to these
trees in some circumstances and especially near
towns, but cannot be expected to do this without
adequate recompense. 

Public Access
The subject of public access arose again during the

afternoon session where we took a walk in the
Charleville woods. While naturally the public request
access to plantations and complain when it is denied,
private owners cannot be expected to foot the high
insurance bills needed.

If widespread public access to woodlands is to be
achieved, then some changes in legislation are
required. The present system is ludicrous in that
people can bring claims for negligence against
property owners at little or no cost to themselves.
Some solicitors provide their services on a no foal/no
fee basis and many people feel that this practice
should be discouraged. Also, people who bring false
and/or malicious claims to court and are proven to

have done so should surely then face punishment
themselves rather than walking away free as currently
happens.  

Sections of Charleville woods are special areas of
conservation and this creates its own problems.
Woodland owner David Hutton-Bury is working on
an area under the new Native Woodland Scheme and
pointed out that if he were to comply fully with the
management plan required, he would actually finish
up out of pocket despite the grants. Deer are also a
huge problem here and because of their grazing,
little or no natural regeneration can occur. Deer
fencing is probably the only secure way to
preserve the area but the cost is prohibitive and
currently the Forest Service are not prepared to
foot the bill. 

Declan Little of Woodlands of Ireland and Kevin
Collins of the Forest Service spoke on the
management objectives of the scheme and how it is
currently evolving. Naturally there are teething
problems but these are being dealt with as they occur
and the scheme is now attracting an increasing
number of participants. 

The day long exchange of ideas can only bring
benefits and produce a better understanding of
commercial forestry and environmental problems
alike. As Jack Tenison said, the only way to be
certain of failure is to do nothing. Crann and the
ITGA have certainly achieved something worthwhile
by holding this seminar and field day. Hopefully it
will be the first of many. ■ Joe Barry

TGA Seminar
ville, Ireland

Declan Little addresses members and guests in the
Charleville Woods, together with the host David
Hutton-Bury.

Large 
oak in
Charleville
Woods
(photo:
Janice
Fuller)
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These days the average house is drier than it has
ever been; this poses some big challenges for
the woodworker wanting to make high quality

furniture from local wood. Firstly this wood must be
dried to that moisture content, then it must be stored
at that until made. Without these elements you will
not be able to produce high-grade high value work.
It is not cranky Cornish wood that is to blame but
these missing elements in the processing chain.

What I wanted to find was a good working
example of a successful solar kiln in northern
latitude, and Jim Birkemeier had three in Wisconsin!

RWP has long had the intention to build a solar
kiln to cope in-house with the yawning gap in the
processing chain i.e. the lack of good dry local
wood. We already operate a five cubic metre
dehumidifier but this is too small and we have had
problems with degrade. A bigger dehumidifier would
add too much cost to the material, using a fair
amount of electricity as it does.

I heard about Jim Birkemeier through the Small
Woods Association. I thought here at last is someone
talking my language; here was a small set up
utilising the interest of his local natural capital whilst
fostering the resource. Growing the capital for the
future. A setup using appropriate technology to get
the job done in the least harmful way, and
producing high quality added-value products all 
in-house, but most importantly making a living at it.
I had to know more and Woodland Heritage
agreed to sponsor my visit to the USA.

I had been talking to Jim about his solar kilns, had
looked at plans in detail and figured it would work,
but, here’s the rub – although Wisconsin is at 45º and
we are at 50º the big difference is Wisconsin is a

dry continental climate with ± 2500 hours of sun
per year (where wood air dries to 12%) and we
are known for our foggy wet miserable climate
with only 1600 hours of sun (64%) – where we are
hard pushed to air dry wood to less than 25%. 

In Wisconsin 4'' by 4'' oak air dries to 20% in 
12 months and then to 10% after one month in the
kiln (in optimum conditions) given the wood
moisture, sunshine hours and relative humidity. I
guess we are looking at twice that time to achieve
the result in summer months

At all times Jim was attempting to install higher
added value into his material so he quarter saws
much of it, so gaining further premium. This is made
easy in his set-up by the use of a resaw and edger
both designed for pallet production. These simple and
fairly unsophisticated machines were highly efficient
and speeded up the conversion process considerably.
After sawing, the boards are stacked straight into one
of the kiln chambers, the top 20 or so boards are
ratchet-strapped together. This keeps them flat and
enables weight to be kept on as the wood shrinks.

Before I went to Wisconsin, after 6 years
of struggling to build my own business, I was
beginning to feel that I would never make it.
The horrors of Foot and Mouth and its long
term and far-reaching affects, debt and the
normal worries of self employment had taken
their toll on my natural optimism. Seeing Jim
Birkemeier’s set-up working, hearing his story
and witnessing his successes has vindicated
my approach and strengthened my resolve. I
came back with a refreshed vision and
knowing that I have been on the right track.

Bridges to Madison County
By Tino Rawnsley

The Garthwai

Timbergreen Farm.

Solar cycle kiln.
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The four solar kilns in Wisconsin were in a timber
building having three or four insulated ‘chambers’. At
any one time one of the chambers has doors which
slide in place front and back, this becomes the
‘drying chamber’ while the others without doors act
as pre-drying rooms. The tunnel effect of the open
front and back aids the air drying.

The building is orientated so that one side of the
roof faces south and is pitched at the same angle as
the degree of latitude (45 in Wisconsin) and is a
PVC ‘window’ which acts as the solar collector. The
collector is backed with black painted sheet metal,
which heats up when the sun shines through the
window on it. Cool air from the drying chamber is
drawn up into the collector space by pressure
differential, and up the collector surface – heating it

as it goes. The heated air rises to the apex of the
roof/collector space, from where it is drawn down
by electrically operated fans and ducted back down
into the drying chamber and through the stack of
timber to be dried. A proportion is vented out of the
chamber and the rest is recycled up into the solar
collector to be reheated. All the heat from the whole
roof/collector is blown through the wood in the one
closed drying chamber.

When the drying cycle is completed, the doors
slide across the open sides of the next room
(already filled with air dried wood) and by simply
changing over the ducts, becomes the drying
chamber ready for the next drying cycle. One-way
valves keep the heat in the kiln chamber when the
fans are not running, thus conserving heat. ■

aite Bursaries

110ft solar cycle kiln at Sustainable Woods Co-op.

Rawnsley 
Woodland 
Products

Fine handmade furniture
Timber buildings and
structures
Materials for architectural
restoration
Site sensitive woodland
management
Horse & Winch extraction
Mobile sawmill

“Bringing fine workmanship
out of the woods”

Contact Tino Rawnsley on:-

01208 813490
Waverley, Burlawn, Wadebridge,

Cornwall, PL27 7LD
Tino@cornishwoodland.co.uk

Long lasting, self supporting mobile
shelters – easy to transport,

handle and erect.
5.76m2 of forest floor protecting young 

trees from rabbits, hares and deer.

Results nationwide are dramatic!
For further details contact:

Andrew Falcon Woodland Management
Bridge Farm, Reymerston,

Norwich NR9 4QD

Tel/Fax: 01362-821082
e-mail: falcon_andrew@hotmail.com

“A new way of
managing a wood”
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New Craft Teaching Workshops
in the South East

South East woodturning and hardwood suppliers
Stiles & Bates have expanded by converting an
old Tudor stable block solely for use as Craft

Teaching Workshops.
Long known for their enthusiastic and practical

hands-on advice to customers, S&B’s completion of
this project comes after more than 3 years of
planning and consultation with customers looking for
tuition in a range of craft subjects. 

As well as offering woodturning in a range of
subjects and disciplines, woodcarving, stick making,
pyrography, basic cabinet making and joinery  are 
all catered for by established instructors in each 
field. 

The various courses run for 1 to 3 days with no
expense spared in setting up this facility in terms of
safety, course structure, equipment and student
comfort – indeed, they even provide a sandwich
lunch each day. ■

For more details 
or their comprehensive folder, 

call in or contact them on 

01304 366360 
or visit 

www.stilesandbates.co.uk

Craft
Teaching

Workshops

Telephone 01304 366360  Fax 01304 366360
Email: courses@stilesandbates.co.uk   www.stilesandbates.co.uk

Upper Farm
Church Hill,

Sutton
Dover, Kent
CT15 5DF
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Grown up furniture? – progress
by Christopher Cattle PhD DesRCA MCSD

Slow but steady progress this year. The air drying
successfully completed, my three harvested frames
were moved to the basement. A little shrinkage

had exposed small gaps where grafts had failed to
take, but as hoped, splitting has been confined to the
exposed tips which were to be trimmed off.

Progress has to some extent been controlled by the
speed of the bark removal process, which has proved
somewhat laborious. I’ve found that at this young
age, the dried bark remains well and truly an
integral part of the tree. Spokeshaves, scrapers,
rasps, files and abrasive paper have all been called
into service. (Why bother – well I’m trying to avoid
the apparently universal response of ‘Oh what lovely
garden furniture’. I’m determined it can be more than
that.)

To date, two of the frames have been stripped,
trimmed, and will be painted. One of them – a sturdy
low table – has also had its top fitted. (Levelling tops
and feet has proved another ‘interesting’ exercise !) The
third frame – the one previously illustrated – is now in
process of being stripped (see picture with matchbox
used to level it up) and will be clear finished.

There are currently a total of four further promising
structures ‘in the ground’ which I anticipate will need
another year or two to mature. These I shall definitely
try de-barking green ! 

The saga continues – watch this space.  ■

Low table fitted with top Frame previously shown –
now in process of stripping

English Oak
notice boards

Oak from locally
managed woodland.

Traditionally made.

Realistically priced.

Organic oiled finish.

Range also includes

Ecclesiastical furniture

Village signs

Hand carving

harry stebbing
eeyore’s house  great hockham  norfolk  ip24 1pe

phone/fax 01953 498766

e-mail noticeboards@harrystebbing.co.uk

CONTINUOUS COVER
PRACTICAL WORKSHOPS

Programme 2003
Two and a half days duration both indoors

and in the woods. Concentrating on
“Transforming even-aged plantations into

diverse and uneven-aged forests and
woods.An alternative to clear felling.”

For further information on dates and
venues, please contact:

Mark Yorke FICFor
Tyddyn Bach, Llanegryn,Tywyn

Gwynedd LL36 9UF
Tel: 01654 711319
Fax: 01654 712075

WOODLAND HERITAGE invite applications from young

foresters, managers and students who wish to attend these

workshops and are in need of financial assistance.
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BRITISH & IRISH               HARDWOODS IMPROVEMENTPROGRAMME

Developments in 2002
At the BIHIP annual general meeting on 24

September, there was some welcome news about
funding of projects. Horticulture Research
International (HRI) has decided to extend their work
on cherry into sweet chestnut, oak, ash and walnut,
which will be funded jointly by DEFRA and the
Forestry Commission, amounting to £120,000 a year
for six years. The focus will be on tree selection,
propagation and breeding as appropriate to each
species, with two species being focussed on in any
one year. HRI will be the lead organisation in this
work.

The Forestry Commission has also offered £3000
each during 2002 to the BIHIP oak, ash and birch
groups to further their work, with an additional £1000
for administration and management to the
organisation currently employing the secretary of
BIHIP (the Northmoor Trust).

Sycamore group
BIHIP has been

attempting to set up a
sycamore group for
several years, and has
at last been
successful. Dr Michael
Carey, who has
recently retired from
Coillte in Ireland, will
chair it. He will be
finding members of
the group and

developing a plan of work over the next few months.

Silver birch group
In recent years there has been a considerable

increase in the planting of silver birch.  It has
been used in “native woodland” planting schemes
and in landscape plantings.  Much of the
planting stock has been derived from unknown
or unsuitable seed sources, which may have
been from populations that are not adapted to
the new sites, or (were?) locally sourced, from
stands of inferior growth rate or stem form.

With these problems in mind, the Birch Research
and Development Cooperative (B.R.D.C.) was
initiated in 1997, bringing together a group of
scientists, landowners, nurserymen and other
interested parties.  The overall aim was to ensure that

silver birch,
planted for
either
conservation
or production
purposes,
would provide
good quality
timber.  An
additional
aspect was
the need to
investigate the
extent of
genetic
variation
within native
tree species,
still largely
unknown, and
for which
silver birch
was a particularly suitable subject, because of its ease
of cultivation and early growth rates. The specific
objectives of the B.R.D.C. therefore were:-
• To determine the extent of adaptive genetic

variation among populations of silver birch in
Britain. This would enable limits to the transfer of
seed to be assessed and provide evidence for the
proposed “seed zones” for native species.

• To initiate a programme of genetic
improvement in silver birch, with particular
attention being paid to the traits that influence
quality timber production.  This programme would
have a “regional” basis to avoid the introduction of
“exotic” genetic material into local populations.
The basis for the first objective has now been

established.  In 1995 a collection of seed from 45
locations throughout Scotland and North England was
made and the plants produced included in four
provenance trials, distributed in different climatic
zones across Scotland, with an additional one in S.W.
Ireland.  In 2001, a further collection from 25 stands
in England and Wales was made and these origins are
being planted this year in another 4 trials located in
East Anglia, Wales and mid-Scotland.  These latter
trials include a range of the Scottish material and
some from N.W. Europe for comparison.  Early
results show large differences in growth rates
among origins and in the time of flushing in
spring or leaf fall in autumn.

Report by Dr Peter Savill
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Funding for this work has been obtained from the
Scottish Forestry Trust, Woodland Heritage and the
University of Edinburgh, while the trials have been
established and supported by the Forestry
Commission.

The second objective of developing a breeding
programme for silver birch is based on the techniques
used in Finland.  This involves selecting superior
trees (plus trees) in the field, grafting scions on
young rootstocks and placing clones in polyhouse
“seed orchards” where after three years significant
amounts of seed can be produced.  In the 1990’s
such a seed orchard, at the Northern Research Station,
was based on a collection of plus trees from N.W.
Scotland and the progeny were included in the
provenance trials.  To avoid alteration of the “local”
genepools of existing silver birch, about 50 plus trees
will be selected in a “region”, broadly defined in
terms of watersheds and climatic factors.  Once
sufficient seed has been produced to meet the
planting needs of that regions for some years, the
clones may be stored outdoors indefinitely.  If
necessary, the boundaries of any “region” may be
simply altered by changing the clones in the
polyhouse.  

In Finland, genetic gains in growth rate and
stem form have been up to 25% in their silver
birch breeding programme.  Similar gains here
would transform the economic prospects of the
species in the UK.

Sweet chestnut group
In the spring of 2002 the Chestnut Group

established the first seedling orchard, a 0.9ha
former fruit orchard site on the Maunsel estate in the
Somerset levels, south-east of North Petherton.  The
progeny of nineteen superior (plus) trees were
planted out as 2-year seedlings, giving a total of 2,300
trees at 1.37x1.37m spacing.  Strong grass growth had
been a problem at establishment, but overall survival
at the end of the first year has been good.

Flushing times will be recorded in the spring of
2003, followed by stumping back in the winter of
2003/4.  After this, full recording of growth
parameters will be carried out in subsequent growing
seasons.  The group are grateful to Sir Benjamin Slade
for providing the seed orchard site, and to Bill Blight,
forestry consultant, who organised the planting.  Bill
has subsequently become a member of the Group.
Woodland Heritage are gratefully acknowledged
for grant-aiding the seed orchard establishment.

The Group’s intention to establish clonal seed
orchards of chestnut was recently given a boost by
the welcome decision of DEFRA and the Forestry
Commission to include the species in Horticultural
Research International’s (HRI’s) broadleaved
improvement programme.  This will enable plus tree

collection to continue over the next two years,
providing the material to establish two orchards in
southern England.  The Group is especially keen to
hear from anyone who can help them to identify
candidate plus trees and high-quality stands. 

‘Shake’ in chestnut
In another project partly funded by Woodland

Heritage, the incidence of shake in chestnut stands is
being investigated by Imperial College at their Wye
campus in Kent.  Five sites, on contrasting soil types,
were selected and a total of 150 trees measured in
the range 25-60cm at breast height.  Of 136 stems
felled in the spring of 2002, 52% exhibited shake to
varying degrees. There was no obvious correlation of
shake with increasing diameter or height, but stems
with epicormic shoots, spiral bark and pronounced
curvature were more likely to be affected.  Late-
flushing trees, and trees that took longer to flush,
were also prone.  Sound trees tended to grow more
rapidly and had wider rings, but, as Peter Savill has
shown for oak, the early spring vessels of these trees
tended to be narrower in diameter than those with
shaken stems. 

Shoot tips have been taken from the felled tree
sample and grafted on to seedling stocks at HRI, as a
prelude to further experimental work. Grafts
originating from both shaken and sound parents will
now be grown under glass in different moisture and
nutrient regimes at Imperial College to assess their
response in terms of flushing, senescence, growth
and wood structure. ■

BIHIP now has a much improved and up to
date website (http://www.bihip.com/).

Grafts of
chestnut
shoots, taken
from sound
and shaken
parent trees,
being grown
on for
physiological
testing.
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In 1996 Thomas Pakenham enthralled us with his
“Meetings with Remarkable Trees”. This was a new
kind of book which owed little to conventional

botany.  The criteria for selection and inclusion of the
trees were size, age and personality, and he selected
60 magnificent specimens, all with a story to tell,
photographed by himself in wonderful settings in the
UK and Ireland.

This time, in “Remarkable Trees of the World”
the theme continues, but on a global scale! If you
have not been lucky enough to have been given this
beautiful book for Christmas I do urge you to go out
and buy one immediately.

In this book of 190 pages, richly illustrated with
photographs of breathtaking quality, Mr Pakenham
shows us another 60 carefully selected trees from
round the globe. His inspiration for this new volume
came from two sources: firstly, the sight of the huge
Pagoda tree (Sophora japonica) which dominates the
main street in Edgartown, Martha’s Vineyard, an
island off north east USA, and secondly a trip to the
Kruger National Park in South Africa, where he
clearly developed a love affair with the giant Baobabs
(Adansonia). Indeed, many pages are devoted to
these weird giants which range from Botswana to
Australia, and especially the magnificent Avenue of
the Baobabs at Morondava, Madagascar.  The final
photograph in the book of these trees at sunset
is unforgettable.

This really is a wonderful selection of trees to
delight us all. It includes the oldest living trees on
earth – the bristlecone pines of California (Pinus
longaeva), magnificent camphor trees in South Africa
(Cinnamomum camphora), a spectacular Magnolia
grandiflora in an equally spectacular courtyard in
Padua, venerable olives in Turkey, huge mountain

ash (Eucalyptus regnans) in Australia, and so many
more. What pleasure he must have had in tracking
down these specimens and in photographing them so
well.

This book is such a delight to pick up and browse
through at random.  It provides an instant escape
from the gloom of the world’s current problems and
is the next best thing to actually hugging the tree
yourself. I do hope we will not have to wait too long
for “Even More Remarkable Trees of the World” and
trust Mr Pakenham is on the trail of the next 60 trees
even now.

Remarkable Trees of the World by Thomas
Pakenham is published by Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, Price £25.00. ISBN 0-297-84300-1

A Garden for Tree Lovers in London

The Chelsea Physic Garden was founded by the
Society of Apothecaries in 1673.  Pisa University
had opened the first physic garden in Europe in

1543, and in 1621 the first one in Britain was founded
in Oxford. Physic gardens were essentially
training grounds for physicians and
apothecaries, as plants were the major source
of medicines (and many still are), and these
gardens provided a protected environment
where the plants could be grown and instruction
in their use could take place. In time, most of
these gardens have come to be known as “Botanic”

gardens and only Chelsea, with its
strong tradition of medicinal
teaching and research, has retained its original title.

The Society of Apothecaries chose their site of 31/2
acres (2 hectares) in a riverside village which already
had notable gardens and orchards surrounding the
great houses that had belonged to Henry VIII, Sir
Thomas More, Sir John Danvers and other prominent
men.  We have to visualise Chelsea then without
Wren’s Royal Hospital, without the Kings Road as a
public highway, and as a place only safely and
conveniently accessible by river.  This certainly

Dr Tim Cutler reviews our choice of book – a
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influenced the choice of site for the Garden, with
steps at its southern gate approached by boat. No
doubt the inherent qualities of the site – its free
draining soil, its shallow south facing slope – also
played their part.  If the spread of London has
today engulfed this once rural setting, and left it
a trapped “green island” in a sea of buildings,
these buildings themselves provide added
protection, radiating heat in winter and keeping
out chilling winds, so creating a micro-climate
which enables rare and tender plants to thrive.

The Garden is trapezoidal, with Royal Hospital
Road to the north-west, Swan Walk on its north-east
and the Embankment to the south-east. The main
buildings and glasshouses are at the north end and
major paths divide the Garden into unequal
quadrants. Many medicinal and other useful plants
are grown in the traditional area at the north end.
Systematic order beds occupy the south-east
quadrant. The formality of the design is
diversified by fine and rare trees. In the 
north-east quadrant the largest outdoor olive tree
(Olea europea) in Britain grows happily, near to a
large cork oak (Quercus suber). This sector also has a
large pomegranate (Punica granatum) growing with
its back to the sunny west-facing wall. Other trees of

note in this area
include the
Caucasian
Wingnut
(Pterocarya
fraxinifolia),
white and black
Mulberries a large
Catalpa, a Kermes
oak (Quercus
coccifera) and a
magnificent
Magnolia
grandiflora. The
north-west
quadrant contains
borders of
historical interest,
with plants
relating to several
famous previous Curators. Trees in this area include a
Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera), Zelkova serrata,
Zanthoxylum, Ehretia dicksonii and a Northern pitch
pine (Pinus rigida).

The south-west quadrant contains the newly
refurbished cool fernery, which contains many rare
and endangered species of ferns, and a nearby a
large collection of grasses and bamboos. Important
trees in this area include the Chinese persimmon
(Diospyrus kaki), two maidenhair trees (Gingko
biloba) – the tallest in the Garden, the Chusan palm
(Trachycarpus fortunei), the paper mulberry
(Broussonetia papyrifera), with common and black
Walnuts and many more.

In the south-east quarter stands a fine Yew, and
other trees of interest in the quarter are the Kentucky
Coffee tree (Gymnocladus dioica), the Date Plum
(Diospyros lotus), the Handkerchief tree (Davidia
involucrata) and a fine Swamp Cypress beside the
pond.

In total, the Garden can boast over 130 trees,
so I have only listed a few of the vast selection
that the visitor can admire and study.  

The Garden is well worth a visit, whether one is
interested in medicinal plants or trees. There are
helpful printed guidebooks available, and
knowledgeable guides run Garden tours, when the
Garden is open to the public on Wednesday and
Sunday afternoons from April to October. ■

For more details, phone 0207 352 5646 or write
for membership information to: Chelsea Physic
Garden, 66 Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HS
or visit the web site: www.chelseaphysicgarden.com

The 1751 garden layout.

– and tells us about his beloved Physic Garden

The centre of the Garden is overlooked by the
magnificent statue of Sir Hans Sloane (the prime
benefactor of the Garden) by Michael Rysbrack,
which was erected in 1733. 
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Help!

Dear Woodland Heritage 

As you are aware, we operate a mobile sawmill and make local timber available to members and

other local craftsmen. We have facilities for air-drying timber and have stocks of Ash, Beech, Oak,

Sycamore and Cedar for furniture. We also carry Oak, Larch, Cedar and Fir for heavy seating and

construction.

Our greatest need is for an over & under planer and thicknesser machine to enable our members to

better utilise this timber. We struggle with traditional tools, which have their places within the

workshops, but we need to invest in the facility to make the planing process more manageable and

safer for all our members. We have the workshop space and three-phase electricity. What we need is

a planer and dust extraction facility.

I would be grateful if you would use your expertise to help in whatever way you can to support this

enthusiastic group of craftsmen and women.

Thank you for the advice and encouragement already received.

Yours sincerely

Nigel Howe

Chairman of Forest of Avon Products Co-op

Ashton Court Visitor Centre

Long Ashton, Bristol BS41 9JN

Tel: 0117 9532141

email: projects@forestofavon.org

As a result of this request, the Trustees of

Woodland Heritage agreed to release funds

immediately. A second-hand rebuilt machine

and dust extraction unit (left), compliant with

new European regulations, was located and

supplied by Allwood Machinery. 

“The 24 inch planer enables us

to handle wide boards safely

and with ease, bypassing the

backbreaking and often

frustrating, hand planing. 

It has been a great boost to 

our confidence. Thank you.”

Nigel Howe
Action

not Words
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Harry Stebbing is one of our newest Corporate
Members, a talented Norfolk craftsman who
still believes in traditional old-fashioned

values. This small company prides itself on its
attention to detail.  Using only English oak purchased
from a managed source, which is then used for
commissions from private clients, plus ecclesiastical
furniture, but mainly notice boards for Parish and
Town Councils. 

Harry has always been concerned with his
company’s stance on the environment. Most of the
furniture is finished with totally eco-friendly organic
oil, in this way the health of the end user as well as
the environment is protected, but despite sourcing his
timber carefully he still sought a way of putting
something back. As part of Harry’s commitment
towards a ‘greener’ environment he undertakes,
through an initiative with Woodland Heritage, to
have planted an oak tree for every item ordered.

Now he can rest assured that his contribution to the
cause of planting and managing trees will benefit our
environment – and yet still produce timber for future
generations. ■

Harry Stebbing can be contacted at Eeyore’s
House, Great Hockham Norfolk IP24 1PE 
Tel 01953 498766 
E-mail noticeboards@harrystebbing.co.uk

The Great Hockham Bench.

HARRY STEBBING
Furniture maker

Memorial Bookcase – Holy Trinity Church.

Double-doored Notice Board.
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Heavy Horse Logging
by Doug Joiner

Ihave been a working horse logger for quite a
number of years. When I first started I firmly
believed that what I was doing was so fantastic

that the world would beat a path to my door.
However I soon realised that it would take some time
to build the business.

Foresters, forestry managers and woodland owners
no longer considered horses as a viable proposition if
they considered them at all. There were still one or
two of the ‘old timers’ working away on the Scottish
Borders and in the Lake District but most horse
loggers were like myself, relatively new to the job,
untried and unknown.

I persevered, tried to make a name for myself and
ensure that I completed work on time, to budget and
to a high standard. I was not always cheap but we
have all seen cheap work in woodlands. I have never
tried to compete with cheap work. In fact, the cost
equation is quite complex and woodland owners
have to build in all sorts of additional factors to the
actual cost of the felling and extraction like public
acceptability, lower initial infrastructure costs and
lower or no restitution costs. 

Horses can work a complex, highly
silvicultural thin rather than needing a non-
selective line thin, are at ease with continuous
cover management and can be cost competitive
and effective, especially on smaller and more
sensitive sites and can make do without stone
roads.

As a horse logger I was also interested in the
equipment used. The traditional British gears, usually
called ‘trace’ or ‘long’ gears, are light, effective on the
steeper slopes and are what I have used most in my
work. When ground skidding pole length timber,
using a choker chain or a skidding grapple, I have

achieved some creditable outputs with the long gears
and have been able to work very steep and difficult
sites. There is a whole range of Scandinavian
equipment used in this country, from Sweden mainly
but also from Finland, and it is very well made and
effective. It is also very expensive, the package of
purchase price, import duties and freight driving the
price up and discriminating against British loggers.

I have developed and built a range of equipment
inspired by Scandinavia as well as one or two items
of my own ‘invention’. In particular, I have spent the
last four years or so developing and refining a horse
drawn ‘Bracken Basher’, a non-chemical,
mechanical way of controlling bracken. The beauty of
this machine is that it gives me work during bird
nesting time (an otherwise deathly quiet time of the
year), it is effective and highly cost competitive. I
have developed a ‘scarification harrow’ that works
effectively in woodlands, riding over brash and
obstacles whilst still harrowing the ground. I have
also built and sold horse logging arches, sledges 
and a new swingle tree with quick release hook and
in-built shock absorption.

Forwarders
One of the key pieces of modern horse logging

equipment is the horse drawn forwarder. Unlike
ground skidding with an arch or trace gears, a
forwarder is a specially designed, forestry specific
trailer for hauling round wood. Because it is a trailer
it is able to carry larger loads over a longer distance
than any other system. It keeps the timber cleaner
and is amazingly manoeuvrable. There are several
made and some have been imported and are being
used in this country.

At the top end of the scale are large forwarders
with hydraulically operated cranes that are capable 
of hauling three tonnes and that are pulled by two
horses. At the bottom end of the scale is a simple
arch conversion called a Kombi Drag. This is a
relatively unsophisticated four wheel trailer but
several are used to excellent effect in Wales, on the
Borders, in Devon, Oxfordshire and elsewhere. In
between these two is a fairly sophisticated eight
wheel forwarder with ‘walking beam’ axles which
make it very efficient – it can climb stairs – and
makes it particularly suited for long extractions and
soft sites. (Two are in Yorkshire working on a bog
where they are the only viable piece of equipment.)
These smaller forwarders are pulled by one horse.

My concern is with ‘middle of the range’ eight
wheel bogie wagon. They are absolutely superb but
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have two main problems. One is cost. The second is
that they have absolutely no braking system
whatsoever.

When I first got to use one of these little beauties I
had to load it onto a trailer to take it home. I
reversed the trailer towards it, then got hold of the
shafts and gave it a good pull. It ran so freely that it
actually knocked me down and nearly ran me over!
Put that onto a working site, take into account that is
a heavy piece of equipment in its own right. Then
load it with 1.5 or 2 tonnes of timber. Now ask your
horse to pull it on anything but a flat or undulating
site. Without brakes the horse cannot slow the load
down – apart from using its own body weight leaning
back into the breeching strap. It can not take a
breather going uphill and, on a steep bank, is in
danger of being run over (just as I was) or dragged
backwards down the bank.

There are ingenious ways of having a vehicle self
brake. I have a sledge which will automatically brake
itself and any kit that ground skids has braking built
in through sheer friction. The larger forwarders are
designed to be ridden on and have a foot and
parking brake. The eight wheel bogie wagons sit
right in the middle. They have most of the advantages
of the larger forwarders but without braking, on most
British sites, they can be downright dangerous.

I have now developed and had built a
Scandinavian inspired, British eight wheel bogie
wagon with automatic override brakes on the
front axle and a wind-on brake on the rear axle.
The override brake allows for automatic braking on a
down hill run, whether the vehicle is empty or
loaded. It will come on progressively and take into
account the steepness of the ground and the weight
being carried, coming off automatically once the
horse starts to pull again.

The wind-on brake on the rear axle is also
progressive but manual. It allows for the horse to rest
going up hill and, if faced with a long down hill pull,
will enable the handler to wind on the brake
sufficiently to hold the load back, if necessary by
locking the rear wheels so that they are skidded

rather than rolled down the hill. This allows for
flexible and safe use of the vehicle on less than ideal
terrain.

Without overstating it, this is a tremendous
development which will make the use of these
vehicles much safer for horse and handler and
on a greater range of ground conditions and
terrains. It also enables these great little vehicles to
be produced in this country, putting cash into our
rural economy, and saving the hard earned cash of
horse loggers who wish to upgrade – my bogie
wagon being much cheaper than its Scandinavia
competitors.

This is the biggest development I have been
involved in to date, it has taken more money, more
time and greater imaginative and design leaps.

Woodland Heritage have very kindly
sponsored a major part of the development
costs and without their help I would not have
managed to produce a working prototype. I am
very grateful to Lewis and his Trustees for their
vision and their generosity.

I would like to challenge Woodland Heritage
readers to suggest a nifty, suitable and apt name for
this machine. Answers, on a postcard, to me. The
best suggestion may be chosen as the model brand
name and the winner will be awarded a bottle of
organic Port. ■

Detail of wind-on brake positioned on rear axle.

Childer Wood Heavy Horse Centre

Doug Joiner, 
Hill Farm, Stanley Hill, Bosbury,

Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 1HE.

Phone/fax 01531 640236. 
Mobile 07773 900751

Prototype 8-wheel forwarder in action.
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EASTERN CANADA TOUR
by Jim Ralph

Agroup of five members of the Continuous
Cover Forestry Group visited the Eastern
Provinces of Canada in autumn 2002 to view

state of the art management practices in both
hardwood and pine forest types. 

Continuous cover forestry is becoming increasingly
important on the international forestry scene. Until
now, most UK foresters have drawn inspiration from
European forestry practices, mainly because of the
proximity of these forests and also the many common
species. However, there is a parallel tradition of
continuous cover forestry in North America, where
expertise has been developed in a variety of selection
and shelterwood systems. 

The study tour was centred around the annual
meeting of the Canadian Institute of Forestry, this
year located at North Bay, Ontario. The tour also
included a programme of field visits to areas where
continuous cover silviculture practices had been
developed.

The Current State of Forestry in Ontario

A lot has happened to eastern Canada since the first
European settlers arrived some 300 years ago.
However it was the forest exploitation that occurred
in the late 1800s to early 1900s that explains the
current state of the forests. Central Ontario, for
example, was a major reserve for eastern white pine
(Pinus strobus) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum),
along with a wide array of associate species,
including northern red oak (Quercus rubra).
Exploitation of this forest by clear cutting for
pulpwood production and high grading (taking the
best available trees at each stand intervention) for
saw log and veneer production has resulted in large

tracts of woodland that currently have a uniform size
and age class distribution, poor form and relatively
low value. 

In recent years there has been a significant shift in
forest policy in Ontario. This has largely come from
public pressure to manage woodlands in a more
sustainable manner, and also from the efforts of
several non-governmental organisations and consumer
groups. The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) has responded in a number of ways. Both the
Crown Forest Sustainability Act (1995) and Forest
Management Planning Manual (FMP) for Ontario’s
Crown Forests, provide detailed guidance to those
who are actively managing this resource. Through this
legislation the MNR has introduced a new system of
Sustainable Forestry Licenses, designed to
encourage close cooperation between industrial and
non-industrial users of the forest. 

In conjunction with the FMP manual, there are
currently thirty-five forest management guideline
documents that provide detailed direction to forest
managers for specific values such as marten, moose
and caribou habitat; water quality; silviculture;
cultural heritage values and others.

In effect, all parties must work towards an agreed
series of strict codes and standards for sustainable
forestry management. They have also undertaken a
great deal of applied research in support of the work
of field foresters and technicians.

This pattern of development is similar 
to the UK where the efforts of many
organisations such as CCFG and Woodland
Heritage are raising awareness and technical
proficiency in continuous cover forestry.  

One of the most important
outcomes of changes in forest
policy has been an increased
interest in continuous cover
forestry practices. Specifically,
there are three major forest
types of concern to foresters
in central Ontario:
1. Tolerant hardwood

forests. These are primarily
composed of beech and
sugar maple. These are
mainly managed by
singletree or small group
selection systems. This
system works very well with

The Garthwai
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shade tolerant species. In some
areas, such as Algonquin Park, these
systems have been practiced
successfully for several decades and
foresters have been able to
demonstrate significant
improvements in stand structure,
tree growth rates, forest health and
the quality of timber outputs. Within
the park such developments have
been undertaken against a backdrop
of strong public pressure to
maintain highest possible standards
of silviculture that has minimum
effect on the landscape and the
overall “wilderness” experience of
visitors from urban centres such as Toronto and
Ottawa. We observed several harvest areas where
two or more cutting cycles have taken place.

2. Mid-tolerant hardwood forests. Many sites
throughout central Ontario are best suited for species
such as red oak. Typically soils are free draining and
somewhat nutrient poor. However, maple, beech and
eastern hemlock (all shade tolerant species) have
succeeded on many sites due to the repeated high
grading of oak, yellow birch and basswood. Recent
applied research has been focusing on shelterwood
systems and large group selection systems to
encourage vigorous natural regeneration of oak and
birch. In many cases the regeneration of desirable
mid-tolerant hardwoods is aided by understorey and
group planting of desired species. There is also
interest in using prescribed fire and advanced
regeneration techniques to give the target species a
more favourable head start over competing weed
vegetation after harvesting operations.

3. Pine forests. Both eastern white pine and red pine
are dominant on drier and more nutrient poor sites
throughout the region. Red pine is shade intolerant
and eastern white pine is moderately shade
tolerant. Both species are of great importance to the
timber industry but have been the source of
concern about poor rates of natural regeneration.
Again, on many sites the shade tolerant hardwoods
have been succeeding by regenerating in the
understorey following thinning operations. Foresters
have been developing shelterwood systems that
closely control under-storey light levels. They have
also been investigating soil conditions for optimum
regeneration to help ensure rapid development of
pine, in preference to other competing species.
Operational success with these techniques was
demonstrated at several locations in the Ottawa
valley and in the North Bay area.  
One of the most innovative developments in

Ontario has been the establishment of a tree
marking certification scheme.

Foresters and forest technicians are only allowed to
mark trees on Crown Land if they have successfully
completed the MNR Tree Marking Course. This is a
rigorous training programme that includes in-class
theory sessions and extensive field training, followed
up by spot checks and reassessments at three-year
intervals. The course includes components on timber
quality and forest stand dynamics, but also places a
lot of emphasis on biodiversity, wildlife habitat
management, riparian zone management and general
conservation.

Overall, the group left Canada recognising the
great differences in forest types and species
compared with the UK. We were also aware of the
extensive management approach, where very large
areas of woodland were available to supply a
relatively small number of large mills and
manufacturing enterprises. However, we were
impressed with the resolve of all foresters to develop
and perfect their silvicultural systems to improve the
overall forest environment. From the woodlands we
visited where there was a long history of
management it was clear that significant gains
could be achieved in terms of timber quality, while
safeguarding the many other forest values. 
A long-term view and commitment from all
concerned suggests that continuous cover systems
have a strong future in this region of Canada. 

Two of the strongest impressions that may apply in
the UK are the need to find markets for mid-size and
relatively small dimension hardwood material and the
development of a training or certification programme
that will raise the standards of practice in continuous
cover forestry. ■

There is a 17-page detailed and statistical report on
the group’s findings which is available from Jim
Ralph on jim@ralph62.freeserve.co.uk, or from
Woodland Heritage (with S.A.E. please).

Thinning by objective-oriented silviculture.

aite Bursaries
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Letters to the Editor ...

Mitchell Troy Common,
Monmouth

Dear Lewis,
The CCFG 10th anniversary meeting was

extremely successful, with a number of people
having been turned down because of lack of
space in the lecture hall.

Without doubt, the highlight of the indoor
meeting was the paper presented by Kevin O’Hara
from U.S.A. As Chairman of CCFG I must thank
Woodland Heritage, once again, for providing the
finance for our overseas speaker. Having a first
class lead speaker makes all the difference to such
a meeting, and we are, therefore extremely
grateful for your generous donation.

Once again, your Journal has a number of
articles on Continuous Cover Forestry, and I see
that young people who have had bursaries from
W.H. wrote two of the articles. I believe this
generosity has major benefits, firstly to the young
people themselves, but also to all who come into
contact with them. We have few examples of good
Continuous Cover Forestry in the U.K. and it is
vital, therefore, that foresters are able to travel
abroad. Again, thank you very much for your
generosity to our members.
Yours sincerely
John Everard

Elgin, Moray
Dear Mr Scott

Thank you for sending me Issue No 7 of the
Woodland Heritage Journal.

I was saddened to read the obituary for Major
Richard Coke DSO MC. As a student at Bangor, I
enjoyed the privilege of visiting the woods at
Weasenham with Major Coke in 1973.  The
memory of his commitment to forestry and his
enthusiasm lives with me to this day, almost 30
years on.

He was a very far-sighted gentleman. I am sure
he must have taken delight at the extent to which
his ideas have begun to find their way into what
might be termed “mainstream forestry”, thus
confirming that he was indeed well ahead of his
time.
Yours sincerely
Douglas Clark

Dear Peter
Re: High Pruning Leaflet

I write to congratulate you on producing such a
concise and accessible description of the process
of high pruning. It covers the essentials yet does
not lose its way in detail.  It is attractive but also
portable and robust. I shall certainly be
distributing it to my pruning workshop attendees
and recommending it to Oxfordshire Woodland
Group members at large.

I understand that a sister publication on
Formative Pruning is planned and look forward to
receiving a copy in due course.

Woodland owners and managers have waited a
long time for some reliable pruning guidance and
now they have it, thanks to Woodland Heritage.
Yours sincerely
David Rees
Oxfordshire Woodland Project

Hoaden, Canterbury
Dear Mr Scott

Congratulations on the contents and
presentation of the latest Journal. It gets better
with every issue. It has prompted me to join the
Association of Pole Lathe Turners (APT).
Sincerely,
Bill Chandler

Westhide Estate,
Hereford

Dear Mr Scott
Just a quick note to thank you and your team for

such a fantastic day at Farnley Hall. I came away
truly inspired and looking forward to getting stuck
in to the woodlands on the Westhide. I felt very
privileged to be in the company of such
knowledgeable and distinguished foresters and
woodworkers as we toured the woodlands.

The combination of Peter Goodwin and Keith’s
incredible knowledge and enthusiasm reinforced
the vital link between the timber grower and the
timber user that is so important to sustaining this
wonderful natural resource.

Thank you again for such a fantastic experience,
I’m really looking forward to next year’s field day !
Kind regards.
Luke Thompson-Coon
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Camphill,
Near Tonbridge

Dear Peter 
Very many thanks for the Woodland Heritage

Journal No 7.
The Journal has become a real masterpiece. I see

that my style of waistcoat was also worn by Major
Coke, but your photo of Alan Mitchell fails to
show his sandals and bare feet !

I am delighted to see how your membership 
has increased so well – and now with a wide
geographical spread. An admirable high-pruning
brochure water-proofed and diagrammed to
help too. Well done.
Kindest regards.
Yours sincerely
Patrick Hills

Formative
Pruning

by
Gabriel Hemery, Northmoor Trust
Peter Savill, University of Oxford

Gary Kerr, Forest Research
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Woodland Heritage
PO Box 168, Haslemere, GU27 1XQ.

Tel/Fax: 01428 652159.

e-mail: woodland.heritage@talk21.com

A note from our Editor:
“The second in our series ...”

Clearly our ‘High Pruning Leaflet’ has been

a success and the demand for copies from

other initiatives, groups and individuals

continues. Our Members will I hope be equally

impressed with their enclosed complementary

guide to ‘Formative Pruning’. This is the

second in our series and once again produced

by the same formidable team of experts !  If

you would like any additional copies please

contact me at Woodland Heritage.

PRUNING MADE EASY
The world’s finest pruning saws

Silky Fox Saws
Foxley Estate Office,
Mansel Lacy,
Hereford HR4 7HQ

Tel: 01981 590224
Fax: 01981 590355

www.silkyfox.co.uk
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With the passing of James in July, I now feel
able to spread the word about our late
patron’s remarkable tree growing and

experiments so that others can learn from his work.
If he were still alive, James would have been
unwilling to publish his views because he always
reckoned it would take 30 years to prove his theories.

In 1947, James took over the family farm set in the
beautiful Stour valley, with his cousin by marriage.
James (34) looked after the woods, hedges and
ditches, whilst his partner did all the practical farm
management.

I was first introduced to James in 1975 by George
Green who had worked with James on his willow
plantations for many years and which numbered 1,600
trees by then.  The owner confronting me was very
direct – startlingly so – friendly and extraordinarily
enthusiastic about his trees.  In my capacity as round
timber buyer for our family firm of Suffolk cabinet-
makers, I was actually a predator – a man on the
lookout for prime trees. Yet James was a lover of
young trees, having no time for mature and
moribund specimens. “Cut it down and it will
give me so much room to plant my young ones”,
he would say. I warmed to him very quickly!

James was not content just to sell his mature trees to
a cabinet-maker, he wanted to see what we made,
how we made it and insisted on meeting our staff at
both sawmill and workshops.  What is your optimum
length for an oak veneer butt ?  What girth should my
wild cherry be ?  Will the stain on my sweet chestnut
cause problems ? And so on. Filled with this
information, off he would go and high prune like mad
– an attack of “the ups” is how he would describe it !

Fortunately, James kept meticulous records in his
famous “Tree Book” – a huge tome which would
always be near at hand, even in the woods, usually
on the seat of his battered Range Rover.  It contained
notes of plantings, measurements, observations of all
kinds, policy thoughts for that year, but above all
photographs of his trees and their progress.  It was
his most practical and perfect tool.

Writing an article for the CLA in 1985 James
warned “I did not realise at the time how
massive my planting programme must be.  Mine
is the only labour available, all the work has to
be within my physical power – and this is one of
the points that I have proved to my own
satisfaction; it is possible for a 67 year old man
to plant, establish and bring to a condition ready
for the future, valuable self-standing hardwood
trees”.

During our early years of working together, James
taught me a lot about raising good quality trees.
Pretty soon the “planting bug” grew within me and
The Predator weakened.  Being now overtaken with a
thirst for more forestry knowledge, I joined the Royal
Forestry Society’s East Anglian Division (covering
Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire) meeting other
expert tree growers and lapping up the information
and camaraderie.  But I simply did not know enough
to challenge The Accepted Word, even when I had
my doubts about a certain piece of forestry.  I needed
a hit man at my side, and who better than the man
from Boxted Hall !  James, living just across the border
in Essex, had to be granted special permission by the
R.F.S. to join the East Anglian Division and within
minutes of arriving at his first woodland meeting,
made a dramatic impact by questioning just about
everything in the nicest possible way – smiling, then
backing down.

Afterwards, members came up to enquire who my
companion was and where did he come from ?  Well,
over the years James was fondly accepted by
everyone and whenever he was unable to attend a
meeting, it was usually a pretty uneventful one.  
He had the knack of “stirring things up”, not
maliciously, but James always made people think
deeply and the ensuing debate was invariably
humorous.

The East Anglian Division came to Boxted Hall in
1975, planted a commemorative tree (which died) –
came again in 1988 when he ruthlessly high pruned

James Blewitt M.B.E.

An Appreciation

Boxted oaks “hardening off” outside James’ back door.
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perfect trees until his guests pleaded for mercy.
I persuaded him to join us on a week’s trip to

Denmark in 1991, where we had a memorable time in
the company of knowledgeable foresters and
generous hosts.  It rained buckets but James thrived,
just like his young trees.

The woodlands at Boxted were host to one of the
most important forestry events in 1992 when the
National R.F.S. meeting was held in Suffolk and Essex.
James had planned for months ahead and was, as
ever, meticulous with his programme.  Wearing a
bright red sunhat and carrying a portable stepladder
(pictured right), he delivered his theories at every stop

– just like a speaker at Hyde Park Corner.  Then he
would both amaze – and appal – his audience with a
sudden and vigorous attack of high pruning on some
unsuspecting 20 year old oak in the June heat.  He
was unstoppable.  Everyone present (and there were
at least 100) had a marvellous day and went away
with their pre-conceived forestry thoughts seriously
challenged by his deep thinking and outrageous
experiments.

At the final presentation, the R.F.S. president, having
given a vote of thanks, proposed that James Blewitt’s
Boxted Hall Estate be nominated for the new Forestry
Commission’s “Centre of Excellence” Award.
Everyone present approved this splendid idea.
Several weeks later, I took a telephone call from
James who was laughing so much that he could
hardly read the Forestry Commissioner’s letter – a
letter which informed him that they could not see fit
to make the proposed award for a variety of reasons
(which, to this day, are quite incomprehensible).
Instead, they gave it to a young farmer and his wife
who had planted up about 10 acres of farmland with
hardwoods three years previously !  James was truly
amused by that decision and said that perhaps he
really ought to toe the Official Forestry Line and stop
experimenting. Fat chance.

History books are littered with stories of how
eccentric British characters have been ignored
by those in authority, yet here we have another
example.  Certainly, James was eccentric. But he
was also highly intelligent, scientific in his
approach and carried out experiments on trees
which he knew would need testing with the
passage of time.

Sadly, James was never given that time, for in his
latter years he suffered from dementia and was cared
for by his family, finally passing quietly away this
year.

It is certainly true that Woodland Heritage would not
have been founded without James Blewitt’s influence
and enthusiasm for trees and forestry. We owe him a
huge debt. ■

Peter Goodwin

Pictures taken
from James’
1987 Christmas
card.

1968

1987

1977

The progress of one of his
young oaks
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A d d i n g  V a l u e  t o  L a n

Lancashire’s woodland landscape is characterised
by small, broadleaved woods, many without a
history of recent management.  Many are

difficult to access and they are often grazed by
livestock. Much of the woodland is in the Bowland
and Arnside/Silverdale Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and contributes greatly to the quality of the
landscape. Species include oak, ash and alder, the
ubiquitous sycamore and a range of conifers.  

Although it is possible to market good quality stems
it is extremely difficult to find a reliable economically
viable market for much of the timber. 

With relatively high felling and extraction costs
due to the terrain, much of the timber needs to
be converted to a higher value product as close
to the woodland as possible if the owners are to
make woodland management work pay its way. 

The Bowland Initiative Added Value Project (AVP)
which completed its work last year looked  at adding
value to timber to increase income and thus promote
the much needed management of these valuable
woods.

Before discussing the details of the AVP is worth
checking our understanding of the Added Value
concept.  Although widely used the term can easily
become misunderstood.  Put simply, timber increases
in value as it moves along the timber chain – from a
standing tree, through harvesting, processing and
finally manufacturing into wooden products. 

There are frequently quoted figures that suggest all
woodland owners should be adding value. For
example a reasonable quality hardwood log may be
worth £40 per m3 at roadside whilst the same timber
converted into solid floorboards can retail at the
equivalent of £2000 per m3. Obviously the processing
costs money and the added value does not always
translate in to added profits of the same magnitude !
However if the woodland owner can do part or all of
the processing, some added profit can be kept in
house. 

The AVP carried out harvesting trials to demonstrate
the process.  Timber was felled, extracted and sawn
either on mobile sawmills in the wood or at a central
depot. The resulting sawn timber was then air and
kiln dried and wood products such as flooring,
decking and green oak beams produced and sold.  

The conclusions, published in the AVP final report,
show that while some timber can be taken down the
Added Value route it is important to be selective and
realistic about what can be achieved.  The benefits of
the approach are much wider than just the increased
profits to the woodland owner.  In environmental

terms the reduction in transport reduces the pollution
from road transport.  Local businesses are used to
carry out the felling, extraction and processing thus
stimulating the local economy. 

The Lancashire Woodlands Project will focus on the
development of the AV concept by helping to build a
viable local woodland economy.  The main objectives
of the project are to:
• Encourage the management of Lancashire’s

woodlands
• Help develop local timber markets
• Refine and develop the Added Value Model
• Investigate the creation of a Woodland Industries

Group
The Lancashire Woodlands Project works in

partnership with woodland owners, local businesses
and the community.  

The project is funded by:
• Lancashire County Council
• Forestry Commission
• Countryside Agency
• North West Development Agency (Rural

Development Programme)
The project is also supported by:

• Lancashire Wildlife Trust
• Forestry and Timber Association
• H.J. Berry and Sons Ltd.
• Lancashire Rural Futures  

Currently the project is working with local
businesses to develop new and innovative uses such
as making high quality furniture items from sycamore
and alder, two species which commonly form a large
part of any woodland management programme.  It
will also raise the profile of local timber and inform
the public of the benefits which accrue from its use.  

The AVP’s first hardwood floor (Ash) being installed in
a property in the Ribble Valley, near Preston.
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n c a s h i r e ’ s  W o o d l a n d s
The cost and expenditure information gathered as

part of the AVP has been brought together into a
computer model to assist woodland owners and
managers to make decisions.  The model will help to
identify which woodlands are likely to be the most
suitable to take down the Added Value route.  The
model is currently being tested to evaluate its
performance in a variety of circumstances and will
then be made available to woodland managers.  It
will not be a magic wand to wave but will be another
tool to assist the decision making process.

Another key element of the project work is to
investigate the possibility of bringing woodland
owners and others in the wood supply-and-use chain
together to form a Woodland Industries Group.  Initial
interest in the idea has been high and a meeting is
planned for the near future to see whether there is a
viable way forward.  The advantage of landowners
and business forming a group are many but it is
important that the potential members themselves
drive it forward for it to be sustainable in the long
term.

The task facing the LWP is not an easy one and
success will depend on showing local business and
the public the advantages that can accrue from using
local timber.  However with the enthusiasm and
support shown by a wide range of people and
organisations, the prospects are very good for positive
results.  ■

For more information about the LWP or if you
would like to receive a copy of the AVP report please
contact:

Paul Bullimore

Lancashire Woodlands Project 

Guild House, Cross Street, Preston PR1 8RD

Tel:  01772 263917 Fax: 01772 262423

Email: lwp@env.lancscc.gov.uk

www:lancsenvironment.com/forestry/lwp

Detail from a Lancashire Craftsman’s chair – from
local Elm and Ash (planked, seasoned and kiln-dried
by the AVP).

CONGRATULATIONS!
to Darren Watson

Winner of the

Woodland Heritage Trophy for 

Most Improved Arboriculturalist 2002, 

at Otley College, Suffolk.

Back issues
of the Woodland Heritage Journal 

are available

Please send stamped addressed envelopes

PO Box 168, Haslemere, GU27 1XQ
Tel/Fax: 01428 652159

e-mail: woodland.heritage@talk21.com
www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

OTLEY
COLLEGE

OTLEY
COLLEGE
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Bespoke
Solid Hardwood

Furniture

Built to Last

Made by People
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Colour Catalogue Available

Ian McGregor Designs
Gordon TD3 6JP

Tel/Fax: 01573 410277
E-mail: mcgregor.iain@talk21.com

The Institute of Wood Science

The Institute of Wood Science aims to advance and
encourage the scientific, technical, practical and general
knowledge of timber and wood based materials.

In conjunction with a number of training agencies in the UK
the Institute promotes courses in product awareness, timber
technology, trading and utilisation of wood and wood
products and awards appropriate qualifications. In 2001 the
Institute launched the Foundation Course on Timber. The
new course is aimed at the newcomer to the timber industry
as well as for those who have already had some work
experience and wish to improve their product knowledge.

A Journal and Magazine (Wood Focus) are published twice
yearly and branches throughout the UK organise local
activities, lectures and visits to places of interest.

The Institute holds a National Conference each year.

For further details please contact:
The Institute of Wood Science,
Stocking Lane, Hughenden Valley,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP14 4NU.
Tel: 01494 565374.  Email: IWScience@aol.com
Website: http://www.iwsc.org.uk
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Continuous Cover
Forestry Group

Your Regional Contacts are

South-west England
Andy Poore, 1/2 North Bowood Cottages, North Bowood, Bridport,

Dorset DT6 5JH.Tel: 01308 488235.

Midlands and South-east England
Rik Pakenham, Stoney Lane Cottage, Little Haseley, Oxford OX44 7LU.

Tel: 01844 278849.

North Wales
Mark Yorke,Tyddyn Bach, Llanegryn,Tywyn, Gwynedd LL36 9UF.

Tel: 01654 712075.

South Wales
Jim Ralph, Nant Crafanglach, Cwmystwyth,Aberystwyth,

Ceredigion SY23 4AB.Tel: 01974 282442.

Scotland
Bill Mason, Forest Research Station, Roslin, Midlothian EH25 9SY.

Tel: 0131 4452176.

Membership Secretary
John Niles, Bellever, May Road,Turvey, Bedford MK43 8DT.

Tel: 01234 881443.

“Where members matter”
The big, new, forestry body created from two, long-established membership organisations. Serving

members through technical and political representation, information, helplines and professional
status, delivered through a UK-wide regional network.

If you work or are interested in forestry, it's in your interest to find out more about this influential
organisation.

Missed Lockerbie? FTA’s South-west Woodland Show is at Exeter, 12th September 2003.  Free
entry for members.

Info: FTA, 5 Dublin St Lane South, Edinburgh EH1 3PX  Tel: 0131 538 7111  website
www.forestryandtimber.org
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The theme for the scientific part of the 2002
meeting was Tree improvement and regional
diversity. This highly topical issue could have

impacts on the work of BIHIP because the Forestry
Commission is about to set up a genetic management
policy review group. The decisions reached as a
result of its deliberations could have implications for
the use of improved seed.

Sam Samuel of Forest Research
Told us of two sorts of variation which exist in trees:

• Adaptive or selective variation, which is the basis 
of most field trials to determine suitability of
genotypes for planting. Trials with many species
generally show that native material performs better
than foreign stock since it has often adapted well 
to the locality in such aspects as time of bud burst,
though trials are often lacking with a British emphasis.

• Neutral, non-selective or random variation, which is
most commonly determined by molecular methods,
can help elucidate such questions as the origin of
particular populations and gene flow.
He also explained three terms about which there is

often confusion. Adaptation is the variation in a
population that exists as a result of selection in the
local environment. Adaptability is the potential of a
population to adapt to heterogeneous or changing
environmental conditions. Conservation aims to
maintain or increase adaptability. The important
questions for BIHIP are whether a combination
of adaptation and selection for quality and
performance are acceptable, or are they
mutually exclusive, and at what level breeding
programmes should address the region of
provenance or seed zone structure? There are
four regions of provenance in Great Britain, which
are subdivided into a total of 24 local seed zones,
and Ireland as a whole is regarded as only one
provenance region and seed zone at present.

Gordon Patterson of the Forestry
Commission’s Policy and Practice Division
Gave us a valuable overview of 12 issues

concerning policy on the genetic conservation of
native trees, stressing that he had no clear answers
yet, though developments to date are outlined in FC

Technical Paper 31 (2000). Among those that will be
important to BIHIP are:
• The use of genetically improved material rather

than local seed sources
• The choice of seed origin and rules about transfer
• The use of foreign material (e.g. eastern European

oak) in existing woods
• Responses to environmental change
• The influences of tree genotype on woodland fungi

and fauna
Particular research needs will be into adaptive

variation and choice of seed origin, and the
potential for seed supply in Britain. At present
about two thirds to three quarters of all broadleaved
planting stock comes from continental Europe, and
large scale movement of seed across Britain is
common. The Forestry Commission’s current policy 
is to encourage the use of local seed sources,
especially in ancient semi-natural woodlands (ASNW).
Though the use of improved material in ASNW is not
likely to be ruled out if genetic conservation is not
compromised, a particular problem is likely to arise if
a large amount of specially selected stock is planted
in native woodlands, especially if it is introduced
from distant sources. Research is needed to determine
how local it should be. Major reasons for this are that
the UK is a signatory to the European Convention on
Biodiversity, and also the “precautionary principle”.

A wide spectrum of policy responses is likely to
be developed between conservation on the one
hand and production on the other. Where timber
production is a major objective the use of
improved stock would be allowed, and even
encouraged. The main aim is not to allow the
British gene pool to be changed too rapidly, and
the challenge is to determine the desirable balance
between genetic conservation and production. The
genetic management policy review group
mentioned earlier will almost certainly have a
representative of BIHIP on it.

David Boshier (Oxford Forestry Institute)
Quoted the EC Biodiversity Strategy guideline which

states that “native species and local provenances
should be preferred where appropriate”, and forest

BRITISH & IRISH               HARDWOODS IMPROVEMENTPROGRAMME

Tree improvement and regional diversity
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certification requires this approach too. The problem
is to decide what “local” means. For example, should
seed be collected from the same wood, the same
watershed or anywhere in the same country? Two
sources of information are available to help determine
this:
• Molecular studies which enable neutral variation,

gene flow and population structure to be
investigated, and

• Field trials which allow adaptive variation to be
studied. The extent of this will depend upon the
number of generations over which selection has
occurred, and also the extent of environmental
variability.
He said that it is necessary to maintain genetic

variation in trees (which are twice as diverse as
herbaceous plants):
• To provide adaptation to changing environments
• Because it can be of direct use (as in BIHIP’s work)
• To maintain viability of populations in the short

term and avoid inbreeding and outbreeding
depression. While there is no evidence yet for
outbreeding depression in temperate trees, there is
plenty for inbreeding.

• Dr Boshier went on to explain that the “reciprocal
transplant” experiments being planned at Oxford
with ash will, at least for this species, elucidate the
scale at which adaptation occurs, relating
geographic distances between seed sources to
ecological differences. This will provide a scientific
basis for any adjustments that may be needed to the
existing provenance regions and seed zones.
However, policies for one species may not
necessarily apply to another, for example due to
different dispersal mechanisms or responses to site
differences. He suggested that it would be
important for BIHIP to identify where there is
genotype-environment interaction in its trials and
what this was caused by.

Other speakers were John Fennessy
(COFORD), Ireland, and Hugh Williams
(National Forest) who outlined their
organisations’ perspectives on these points. ■

Dr Peter Savill,Woodland Heritage Trustee

The 2003 Garthwaite Overseas Travel Bursaries

Early applications (in writing) to:-

WOODLAND HERITAGE
PO Box 168
Haslemere
GU27 1XQ

Our Trustees are pleased to announce TWO Bursaries to enable 
young foresters to participate in an exceptional visit to AUSTRIA

(from 16th-19th September) with the Continuous Cover Forestry Group.

The host will be Josef Spoerk, Professor of Silviculture at the University
of Agriculture in Vienna.  Four days will be spent considering various

aspects of “target diameter” management, with most of the time being
spent in the forest.  The woodlands are mixed conifer/broadleaved on a

variety of sites about 20km west of Graz.

This is a unique opportunity to learn from one of Europe’s leading
authorities on C.C.F. systems.
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The basic philosophy of this
system of uneven aged
woodland management is

control of the growing stock (G.S.).
If this is kept in suitable
balance, according to site and
tree species, continuous cover
should result more or less
automatically. The “control”
consists in repeated checking of the
actual growing stock for the time
being, by enumerating all stems
larger than 5” breast height quarter
girth, typically at intervals of 6-10
years (ideally, perhaps, at the
interval during which each tree can
be expected to put on 1” Q.G.,
though the actual interval is not
itself at all critical and we do not lay
any stress on always keeping to the
same interval).  A reasonable enumeration target for a
team of two measurers (with girthing tapes) and one
recorder (with pencil and clip board) is 1 hectare per
hour (less, if the stem count exceeds 450-500 per ha;
more, if the going is easy and the number of stems is
low, but a low stem count is usually associated with
difficult going and obstructive weed growth).

The current Ipsden assessment is that a maintained
average G.S. of 200m3/acre should prove near to the
optimum in our circumstances (mixed hardwood-
conifer stocking, predominantly hardwood).  This can
only be a preliminary estimate but the few
compartments which are approaching this level of
G.S. are confirming that it is a reasonable one; the
level should actually increase with time, as and when
selective thinning improves the average quality of the
remaining stems.  The current expectation is that,
at equilibrium, individual compartment growing
stocks will fluctuate periodically between about
180 and 260m3/Ha. (to convert m3/Ha to Hoppus
ft3/acre, multiply by 11.22). 

The Ipsden Estate woodland first became dedicated
in 1952 and the first whole compartment enumeration
(24.8 acres) was made in May 1953.  As yet (2002),
Ipsden is still in a building-up (transitional) phase.
Actual total G.S. is assessed at 10 year intervals and
we have now completed five such 10 year periods.
The average G.S. at the end of each period has been
89, 88, 98.3, 123 and 150m3/Ha, which incidentally
confirms my reading of both my own and

continental European
experience, namely that if one
tinkers with a hardwood
management plan more than
once in 80 years (or thereabouts),
the end result is likely to be at
least partial failure of the whole.
It is especially distressing that the
Forestry Commission keeps
changing the rules at shorter
intervals than this, the abandonment
of Dedication having caused us
considerable trouble (e.g. the
modern WGS rules appear to
require a higher priority to be given
to individual conservation aims than
to the health of the woodland as a
whole).

The rate of increase of G.S. at
Ipsden is still accelerating but it will

sooner or later start to fall off (as and when
individual compartments come to contain  enough or
too much G.S. – though the same effect could be
produced by over-cutting or by excessive losses from
windfall or disease – not a very major consideration,
incidentally, as we did experience a loss of about 4
years’ growth, 33,000 ft3, in the gales of January 1990,
but the effect of this loss on the rate of increase of
G.S. has not proved at all conspicuous, partly perhaps
because so many of the lost trees were not
themselves very vigorous ones).

It would almost certainly be unwise to attempt
to introduce such a system into a whole forest
overnight.  It is clearly preferable to start with a
few selected compartments and then gradually
expand the controlled area until the whole
becomes routinely enumerated. At the end of the
first 10 year period, we had 131 acres which had
been enumerated at least once. By the end of the
second period this had risen to 166 acres and by the
end of the third period it was 237 acres. Today, 55
years after the first tentative attempts to re-introduce
regular management at Ipsden, the area routinely
enumerated is 330 acres (about 92% of the whole).
The whole has increased by about 120 acres in the
course of the 50 year period and is still being
expanded, but the grand total does include some
coppice of nominal zero G.S. which slightly distorts
the statistical picture as a whole.

Extraction rates (timber + thinnings) have been

THE SWISS METHOD OF CONTROL
(based on Ipsden Estate experience – Oxfordshire Chilterns)

by Michael G Reade
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consistently 5000-7000 ft3 per year throughout the
period that we have been operating the system.  In
the first 20 years, there was a negligible yield of pole
thinnings, only timber and firewood.  In the third
period, 26.3% of the yield was pole thinnings, rising
to 47% in the fourth and 63% in the fifth (the pole
thinnings coming very largely from plantations
established since 1951, there having been no
significant planting on the Estate during the previous
75 years; the G.S. had also become severely depleted
in the course of the two World Wars).

The most revealing statistic is probably the
yield of timber + thinnings per acre of new
plantation established. In a “perfect” selection
forest, this figure would be infinitely large, as there
would be no formal new planting at all.  Our actual
ratios have been 670 ft3 felling per acre planted in the
first 10 year period, 963 ft3/acre in the second period,
1919 ft3/acre in the third, 3756 ft3/acre in the fourth
and 5525 ft3/acre in the fifth. Provided that the
total G.S. is either steady or increasing and that
gaps in the stocking are not being deliberately
left unplanted, this measure appears to present
a good indicator of progress toward true
“continuous cover”.

No single statistic can be relied upon absolutely,
but the Swiss method does comprise quite a number
of cross-checks within itself and the obvious self-

consistency of the figures which it generates gives
one considerable confidence, despite the apparent
crudity of the measuring system itself (there is no
differentiation between trees of different heights, use
of the same volume table for all species). It has also
proved more stable in practice than one might at first
sight expect.  For instance, we have accidentally
omitted enumeration of an acre or so in a 24
acre compartment on at least one occasion but
the omission was not at all obvious from the
results and the management plan would not have
been significantly affected if this omission had
remained undetected. There have also been other
and more minor lapses, shown up by cross-
checks, but their end effect has always proved
more academic than otherwise.

One does need to be careful of misinterpretation of
statistics, however – for instance, one small
compartment showed a near ideal composition at its
first enumeration, even having the much
recommended “inverse-J” stem distribution curve, but
it took us some years to discover that virtually all the
smaller stems in that first enumeration were actually
suppressed ones which were dying rather than
growing on into the larger sizes !  The same effect
can apply to almost any compartment but regular
silvicultural thinning eventually eliminates it.
Obviously, one must be continuously on one’s guard
against placing too much reliance on the seeming
infallibility of the system. ■

Woodland Heritage Trustees at Ipsden.

A beautiful Ipsden compartment of mixed species.
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experts in continuous cover forestry…

SelectFor brings together four 
leading practitioners in continuous cover 

forestry who provide:

Consultancy advice on management and transformations
Management services

Training and demonstration sites
Advice and assistance on independent certification

SelectFor Group Certification Scheme

For further information please contact:

Phil Morgan – Secretary
SelectFor Limited,

Plas y Wenallt, Llanafan,
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 4AX

Tel: 01974 261688
Fax: 01974 261686

Email: phil@selectfor.com

Plant Wildstar™ Cherry
For Success

- No Costly Damage by Squirrels
- Resistance to Bacterial Canker
- Fast growth rates
- Good Form for Quality Timber

from

Nicholson Nurseries
Tel: (01869) 340342
Fax: (01869) 340323
Produced under licence from HRI.
Wildstar™ is trademark of HRI

Also Available Nationwide from
Elmcroft Growers, Alba Trees

Promoting the sustainable management 
of broadleaved woodlands

WoodLots covers the Southeast of England and is a Weald
WoodNet initiative – its service promotes the sustainable
production and use of locally grown timber. Available both
as a magazine and website providing news, information,
features and free advertising to individuals, businesses and
organisations involved in the production and use of local
timber. You can buy or sell small parcels of timber and
timber products, promote your mobile sawmilling or
woodland management business, buy or sell wood-working
and forestry equipment, advertise a forthcoming woody
event and look for local employment and training
opportunities.

For your free copy please contact:

Jenny Martin
Weald WoodNet Information Officer

Tel: 01580 879552
email: jenny@woodnet.org.uk

www.woodnet.org.uk
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Is the grey squirrel the biggest threat
to Europe’s future woodlands?

We invite our readers’ views ......
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Help Us Shoulder Responsibility !
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What will you leave your children and your children’s
children?

A legacy to Woodland Heritage will grow, benefiting the
environment and the next generation.

Our aim is to help double tree cover in the UK, to provide an
environment that supports wildlife and forestry.

Our skill is in planting broadleaf woodland today and managing
this valuable resource for all our tomorrows.

To be a part of it, please contact us for details.

PO Box 168, Haslemere, GU27 1XQ
Tel/Fax: 01428 652159

e-mail: woodland.heritage@talk21.com
www.woodlandheritage.org.uk

Woodland Heritage is a Registered Charity No. 1041611
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